CITY OF BAYPORT
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Council Chambers, 294 North 3rd Street
April 4, 2022
REGULAR MEETING

6:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL (St. Ores, Carlson, Dahl, Hanson, and Gilmore)
APPROVAL OF AGENDA
PROCLAMATIONS, COMMENDATIONS, PETITIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS
1. The March recycling award recipient is John Rowland at 414 4th Street North who will be awarded for recycling
efforts with a grant made possible by Washington County
2. Letter of Commendation for Police Officer Aaron Slinger
OPEN FORUM
The open forum is a portion of the meeting to address the City Council on subjects that are not a part of the
meeting agenda. The City Council may take action or reply at the time of the statement or may give direction
to staff regarding investigation of comments expressed. A total of 15 minutes is allotted for public comment
during the open forum.
CONSENT AGENDA
Consider a resolution adopting items 1 through 6
1. March 7, 2022 City Council workshop meeting minutes
2. March 7, 2022 City Council regular meeting minutes
3. March payables and receipts
4. March building, plumbing, mechanical, and zoning permits report
5. Special event application from Bayport American Legion for the Memorial Day Parade on May 30, 2022
6. Hiring of Ryan Jones as a full-time police officerr
PUBLIC HEARINGS
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
1.

Consider a repeal of Chapter 2 – Administration, Article VIII. Personnel Policy of the Bayport City Code of
Ordinances and adoption by resolution as an administrative policy

2.

Consider a proposal from SEH to prepare a stormwater drainage plan to facilitate future infrastructure projects

CITY COUNCIL LIAISON REPORTS
STAFF/CITY ADMINISTRATOR REPORTS
COUNCIL ITEMS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADJOURNMENT

RESOLUTION NO. 22-_____
EXTRACT OF THE CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES OF THE CITY OF BAYPORT,
WASHINGTON COUNTY, MINNESOTA HELD APRIL 4, 2022
Pursuant to due call and notice therefore, a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bayport, Minnesota was
duly held at Bayport City Hall in said municipality on April 4, 2022 at 6:00 p.m.
Members Present:
Councilmember _________ introduced the following resolution and moved its adoption:
A RESOLUTION APPROVING CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 1-5 FROM THE
APRIL 4, 2022 CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

March 7, 2022 City Council workshop meeting minutes
March 7, 2022 City Council regular meeting minutes
March payables and receipts
March building, plumbing, mechanical, and zoning permits report
Special event application from Bayport American Legion for the Memorial Day Parade on May 30, 2022
Hiring of Ryan Jones as a full-time police officer

The motion for adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly seconded by Councilmember _______ and upon roll call
being taken thereon, the following vote via voice:
Susan St. Ores John Dahl -

Connie CarlsonMichele Hanson -

Ethan Gilmore -

WHEREUPON, said Resolution was declared duly passed and adopted and signed by the Mayor and attested by the
City Administrator. Passed by the City Council, City of Bayport, Washington County, Minnesota, this 4th day of April,
2022.
ATTEST:
_________________________________
Adam Bell, City Administrator

_________________________________
Susan St. Ores, Mayor

Bayport Police Department
294 North 3rd Street
Bayport, Minnesota 55003
Phone: 651-275-4400
Fax: 651-275-4411

Laura Eastman
Chief of Police
Jay Jackson
Sergeant

Commendation
Officer Aaron Slinger
I wish to formally recognize Officer Slinger for the outstanding job he did while responding to a
call on August 28, 2021.
It was just after midnight when Officer Slinger was dispatched to the park in the Inspiration
Development for people shinning flashlights. Officer Slinger arrived to find chaos, and located
an overturned Utility Terrain Vehicle (UTV) with a driver who was heavily intoxicated but not
injured.
Multiple people started to call 911 to report their loved ones were on a UTV that was involved in
an accident and they were injured. There was a total of four passengers injured in the crash all
calling from different addresses. Some of the passengers were unconscious for a period of time
following the crash and one of them sustained a fractured neck.
Officer Slinger successfully directed Bayport Rescue, Lakeview Ambulance, Oak Park Heights
and Stillwater Police Department personal all while managing the crime scene and taking the
heavily intoxicated driver into custody.
Officer Slingers organizational skills and tenacity proved to be invaluable in this case. After
securing the scene, gathering information from multiple law enforcement partners and rescue
personnel, Officer Slinger drafted a search warrant to seize the defendant’s blood resulting in an
alcoholic concentration of .25, three times over the legal limit to operate a motor vehicle.
Officer Slinger then began the process of securing medical records from various hospitals to aid
in the prosecution of the defendant. He also completed follow up interviews with the victims,
their loved ones, and took photos of the injuries.
Officer Slingers dedicated work ethic and passion towards helping the community led to the
successful charging of the defendant for two felony counts of criminal vehicular operation and
one count of gross misdemeanor criminal vehicular operation.
I commend him for his actions and service to the community.

______________________________
Chief Laura Eastman

CITY OF BAYPORT
CITY COUNCIL WORKSHOP MINUTES
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
MARCH 7, 2022
4:30 P.M.
CALL TO ORDER
The workshop was called to order by Mayor St. Ores.
ROLL CALL
Members present: Mayor Susan St. Ores and Councilmembers Michele Hanson and Connie Carlson
Members absent: Councilmembers John Dahl and Ethan Gilmore
Staff present:

City Administrator Adam Bell, Assistant City Administrator/Planner Sara Taylor, and City
Attorney Lida Bannink

DISCUSS UPDATES TO THE CITY PERSONNEL POLICY
Administrator Bell introduced City Attorney Lida Bannink, part of the Eckberg-Lammers firm labor law
practice, who has been assisting Assistant Administrator/Planner Taylor with the rewrite of the personnel policy.
He explained that the current policy is adopted as an ordinance, but based on the attorney’s guidance, staff is
proposing to modify the policy to be adopted by resolution, which will make it less difficult to not only update
and maintain compliance but also more cost-effective. As proposed, the new policy has been rewritten to
improve organization, ease of use, and compliance with state/federal law, and a resource for the employer and
the employee to reference procedures and policies for recruitment/selection, work rules/conduct, compensation,
benefits, discipline, or separation.
Attorney Bannink provided an overview of each division of the revised policy and fielded specific questions by
the City Council. She noted that many of the divisions are required by federal or state law, and the city is
therefore obligated to adopt applicable sections of the document as drafted. No substantial revisions to the
content or terms of the policy are proposed that haven’t been previously discussed with the City Council as part
of labor union negotiations or are existing practices. The consensus of the City Council was that the proposed
policy was a much-needed improvement over the city’s existing ordinance and supported the attorney’s
recommendation to repeal the ordinance and adopt the revised policy by resolution. The City Council expressed
interest in revisiting certain sections of Division 5 – Employee Benefits of the policy in conjunction with the
next cycle of labor union negotiations in 2024, but were in favor of proceeding with the revised policy at this
time, as drafted or with minor revisions, as discussed. A final draft of the policy will be considered at the April
City Council meeting.
ADJOURNMENT
It was moved by Councilmember Carlson and seconded by Councilmember Hanson to adjourn the workshop at
5:58 p.m. Motion carried 3-0.

CITY OF BAYPORT
CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
MARCH 7, 2022
6:00 P.M.
REGULAR MEETING

6:00 P.M.

CALL TO ORDER
Pursuant to due call and notice, Mayor St. Ores called the regular City Council meeting to order and asked
Councilmembers, staff, and the audience to join in pledging allegiance to the American Flag.
ROLL CALL
Members present: Mayor Susan St. Ores and Councilmembers Michele Hanson and Connie Carlson
Members absent: Councilmember John Dahl and Ethan Gilmore
Staff present:

City Administrator Adam Bell, Assistant City Administrator/Planner Sara Taylor, and Public Works
Director Matt Kline

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
It was moved by Councilmember Carlson and seconded by Councilmember Hanson to approve the agenda. Motion
carried 3-0.
PROCLAMATIONS, COMMENDATIONS, PETITIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mayor St. Ores noted the February recycling award recipient is Sarah Andersen at 11 Point Road who will be awarded
for recycling efforts with a grant made possible by Washington County.
OPEN FORUM
There were no public comments.
CONSENT AGENDA
Councilmember Hanson introduced the following resolution and moved its adoption:

Resolution 22-03

A RESOLUTION APPROVING CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 1-12 FROM THE
MARCH 7, 2022 CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

February 7, 2022 City Council workshop meeting minutes
February 7, 2022 City Council regular meeting minutes
February 7, 2022 City Council closed meeting minutes
February payables and receipts
February building, plumbing, mechanical, and zoning permits report
Re-establishing unchanged election precinct and polling place (Resolution 22-03A)
Special event application from People’s Church for a May Festival at Barker’s Alps Park on May 21, 2022
Renewal of boat trailer parking agreement with Andersen Corporation
Joint powers agreement with Washington County Sheriff’s Office for fuel
Award quote for removal of ash trees due to Emerald Ash Borer
Award quote for additional refurbishment costs for Fire Department 2000 Pierce Ladder Truck (L-1)
Decertification for Croixdale tax increment financing district (TIF 2-1) (Resolution 22-03B)

The motion for adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly seconded by Councilmember Carlson and upon roll call
being taken thereon, the following vote via voice:
Susan St. Ores – aye

Connie Carlson- aye

Michele Hanson -aye

PUBLIC HEARINGS
There were no public hearings.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
There was no unfinished business.
NEW BUSINESS
There was no new business.
CITY COUNCIL LIAISON REPORTS
Councilmember Carlson reported on a recent advisory board meeting for the Library remodel project and discussion of
whether the building would remain open to the public during construction. Some programs/events will resume in April
and although patrons are not required to wear masks in the Library, they are still encouraged.
Councilmember Hanson reported on a recent meeting of the Bayport Community Action League (BCAL) and
discussion about incorporating centennial themed events into the Derby Days celebration in September. The next
meeting of the BCAL is on March 10 and she welcomed the public to attend.
Mayor St. Ores noted she was unable to attend the recent Lake Elmo Airport Advisory Commission meeting, but that
Administrator Bell attended in her absence. The meeting included a presentation of the Metropolitan Airport
Commission’s (MAC) new commissioner orientation, and an overview of Lake Elmo Airport operations, MAC website
resources, and complaint tracker system. The next meeting is May 25.
STAFF/CITY ADMINISTRATOR REPORTS
Administrator Bell summarized the Fire Department and Police Department reports, including call volumes and
meetings/events. He also noted that the full-time Police Officer position approved at the February City Council meeting
has been posted.
Public Works Director Kline reviewed recent projects, including snow removal efforts, closing of the ice skating rinks
for the season, box culvert replacement, booster station upgrades, MS4 audit, ash tree removal/planting efforts, and
stormwater drainage plan.
Assistant City Administrator/Planner Taylor reported on updates to the city personnel policy, record retention and
destruction efforts, Inspiration building permit activity, and distribution of the next edition of the city’s print newsletter
Bayport News.
Administrator Bell reported on the Croixdale TIF decertification, annual audit, and a potential street vacation request by
the Department of Corrections for a portion of 6th St. N./Pickett Ave. He also noted that city staff has confirmed the
city’s naming centennial election took place in September of 1922.
COUNCIL ITEMS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
There were no comments.
ADJOURNMENT
It was moved by Councilmember Hanson and seconded by Councilmember Carlson to adjourn the meeting at 6:27 p.m.
Motion carried 3-0.

_________________________________
City Administrator/Clerk
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CITY OF BAYPORT
*Fund Summary Budget to Actual©
MARCH 2022

2022
YTD Budget

MARCH
MTD Amount

2022
YTD Amount

2022
YTD Balance

2022
% YTD
Budget

$70,041.33

$133,491.65

$3,311,129.35

3.88%

$2,684,144.82

12.21%

FUND 101 GENERAL
Revenue

$3,444,621.00

Expenditure

$3,057,569.31

$81,444.97

$373,424.49

-$11,403.64

-$239,932.84

FUND 202 DRUG FORFEITURE
Revenue

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

Expenditure

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

$0.00

$0.00

$10,307.48

$16,295.66

-$16,295.66

0.00%

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

$10,307.48

$16,295.66

FUND 206 WATER/SEWER IMPROVEMENT FUND
Revenue

$0.00

Expenditure

$0.00

FUND 211 LIBRARY
Revenue

$328,500.00

$80.00

$253.94

$328,246.06

0.08%

Expenditure

$328,499.00

$6,174.99

$46,399.66

$282,099.34

14.12%

-$6,094.99

-$46,145.72

$13,037.02

$36,242.39

-$36,242.39

0.00%

$13,037.02

$36,242.39

FUND 400 NEW FIRE STATION
Revenue

$0.00

FUND 601 WATER
Revenue

$615,000.00

$76,058.21

$81,847.27

$533,152.73

13.31%

Expenditure

$518,617.00

$13,454.38

$120,497.99

$398,119.01

23.23%

$62,603.83

-$38,650.72

FUND 602 SEWER
Revenue

$865,000.00

$83,304.17

$192,005.76

$672,994.24

22.20%

Expenditure

$986,804.66

$48,311.18

$223,324.85

$763,479.81

22.63%

$34,992.99

-$31,319.09

$2,947.56

$2,947.56

-$2,947.56

0.00%

$2,947.56

$2,947.56

FUND 700 BAYTOWN SURCHARGE
Revenue

$0.00

FUND 803 P & Z ESCROWS
Revenue

$0.00

$0.00

$1,500.00

-$1,500.00

0.00%

Expenditure

$0.00

$485.67

$1,357.21

-$1,357.21

0.00%

-$485.67

$142.79

$105,904.58

-$300,419.97

Report Total
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CITY OF BAYPORT
EXPENSE YTD PUBLIC WORKS

FUN

OBJ

DEPT

OBJ Descr

2022
YTD Amt

Page 1

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

2022
% of
Budget

FUND 101 GENERAL
DEPT 41940 MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
101

220

41940

OPERATING SUPPLIES

$0.00

$500.00

$500.00

0.00%

101

302

41940

CONTRACT SERVICES

$1,190.00

$8,010.00

$9,200.00

12.93%

101

321

41940

COMMUNICATIONS-PHONES

$4,694.33

$5,005.67

$9,700.00

48.40%

101

360

41940

INSURANCE/P&L

$0.00

$1,900.00

$1,900.00

0.00%

101

380

41940

ELECTRIC SERVICE

$4,313.43

$5,386.57

$9,700.00

44.47%

101

381

41940

FUEL FOR HEAT

$4,753.54

$246.46

$5,000.00

95.07%

101

415

41940

MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS MAINTENA

$198.76

-$198.76

$0.00

0.00%

101

420

41940

R & M BLDGS, STRUCTURES & EQU

$14,654.03

-$654.03

$14,000.00

104.67%

101

430

41940

MISC

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

101

440

41940

TRANSFER OUT/ CIP

$0.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

0.00%

101

530

41940

CAPITAL ASSETS OUTLAY

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

101

540

41940

CONTINGENCY

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

$29,804.09

$30,195.91

$60,000.00

DEPT 41940 MUNICIPAL BUILDINGS
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FUN

OBJ

DEPT

DEPT 43100 STREET MAINT
101
050
43100
101
101
43100
101
102
43100
101
121
43100
101
122
43100
101
126
43100
101
131
43100
101
150
43100
101
170
43100
101
201
43100
101
205
43100
101
212
43100
101
220
43100
101
225
43100
101
240
43100
101
301
43100
101
302
43100
101
306
43100
101
322
43100
101
360
43100
101
381
43100
101
402
43100
101
410
43100
101
412
43100
101
413
43100
101
416
43100
101
420
43100
101
421
43100
101
422
43100
101
423
43100
101
424
43100
101
431
43100
101
437
43100
101
438
43100
101
439
43100
101
530
43100
101
540
43100
DEPT 43100 STREET MAINT

OBJ Descr

SEASONAL/PART TIME
WAGES AND SALARIES
OVERTIME
PERA
CONT TO RET., SOC. SEC.
HSA
CONT TO EMPLOYEE INSURANCE
WORKER S COMPENSATION
MEDICARE
OFFICE SUPPLIES
UNIFORMS - JOSH
MOTOR FUELS & LUBRICANTS
OPERATING SUPPLIES
SALT & SAND PURCHASE
SMALL TOOLS-EQUIPMENT
PROF SER-ENGINEER
CONTRACT SERVICES
PROF SER-OTHER
POSTAGE
INSURANCE/P&L
FUEL FOR HEAT
CONFERENCES & SCHOOLS
REPAIR & MAINT GROUNDS
REP & MAINT VEH
TREES
REPAIR/MAINT OFF EQ
R & M BLDGS, STRUCTURES & EQU
REPAIR & MAINT STREETS
SEALCOATING
SIDEWALKS, CURBS & GUTTERS
CREEK
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENTU
TRANSFER OUT/EQIP REPLA
TRANSFER OUT/OFFICE EQUIP
TRANSFER OUT/BLDGS
CAPITAL ASSETS OUTLAY
CONTINGENCY

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$0.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$10,036.02

$102,460.98

$112,497.00

$0.00

$12,000.00

$12,000.00

$794.66

$7,642.34

$8,437.00

$640.36

$6,334.64

$6,975.00

$456.87

$4,983.13

$5,440.00

$5,159.09

$20,873.91

$26,033.00

$0.00

$12,000.00

$12,000.00

$149.75

$1,481.25

$1,631.00

$42.21

$157.79

$200.00

$500.00

-$10.00

$490.00

$3,386.28

$4,613.72

$8,000.00

$2,871.63

$4,128.37

$7,000.00

$5,383.76

$5,116.24

$10,500.00

$657.18

$342.82

$1,000.00

$1,022.17

$8,977.83

$10,000.00

$150.00
$410.15
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$370.00
$0.00
$3,793.40
$0.00
$516.27
$1,612.52
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$3,265.37
$0.00
$41,217.69

$9,850.00
-$160.15
$100.00
$3,600.00
$2,500.00
$130.00
$400.00
$6,706.60
$25,000.00
-$16.27
$3,387.48
$20,000.00
$70,000.00
$15,000.00
$400.00
$1,500.00
$15,000.00
$100.00
$10,000.00
-$3,265.37
$0.00
$381,335.31

$10,000.00
$250.00
$100.00
$3,600.00
$2,500.00
$500.00
$400.00
$10,500.00
$25,000.00
$500.00
$5,000.00
$20,000.00
$70,000.00
$15,000.00
$400.00
$1,500.00
$15,000.00
$100.00
$10,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$422,553.00

2022
% of
Budget

0.00%
8.92%
0.00%
9.42%
9.18%
8.40%
19.82%
0.00%
9.18%
21.11%
102.04%
42.33%
41.02%
51.27%
65.72%
10.22%
1.50%
164.06%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
74.00%
0.00%
36.13%
0.00%
103.25%
32.25%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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FUN

OBJ

DEPT 43200 PARKS
101
050
101
101
101
102
101
121
101
122
101
126
101
131
101
150
101
170
101
201
101
202
101
212
101
216
101
220
101
240
101
302
101
306
101
322
101
360
101
381
101
410
101
412
101
413
101
414
101
416
101
420
101
425
101
438
101
530
DEPT 43200 PARKS

DEPT

OBJ Descr

43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200
43200

SEASONAL/PART TIME
WAGES AND SALARIES
OVERTIME
PERA
CONT TO RET., SOC. SEC.
HSA
CONT TO EMPLOYEE INSURANCE
WORKER S COMPENSATION
MEDICARE
OFFICE SUPPLIES
UNIFORMS - MISC
MOTOR FUELS & LUBRICANTS
CHEMICALS AND TESTING
OPERATING SUPPLIES
SMALL TOOLS-EQUIPMENT
CONTRACT SERVICES
PROF SER-OTHER
POSTAGE
INSURANCE/P&L
FUEL FOR HEAT
REPAIR & MAINT GROUNDS
REP & MAINT VEH
TREES
REPAIR & MAINT TENNIS COURTS
REPAIR/MAINT OFF EQ
R & M BLDGS, STRUCTURES & EQU
SATELLITIES
TRANSFER OUT/OFFICE EQUIP
CAPITAL ASSETS OUTLAY

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$0.00

$9,000.00

$9,000.00

$8,469.88

$92,276.12

$100,746.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$647.42

$6,908.58

$7,556.00

$532.18

$5,713.82

$6,246.00

$344.10

$3,268.90

$3,613.00

$3,639.25

$12,586.75

$16,226.00

$0.00

$4,900.00

$4,900.00

$124.45

$1,336.55

$1,461.00

$4.86

-$4.86

$0.00

$386.12

$113.88

$500.00

$61.96

$1,938.04

$2,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$1,427.60

$7,572.40

$9,000.00

$0.00

$500.00

$500.00

$0.00

$9,000.00

$9,000.00

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$134.00
$523.34
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$499.27
$22.50
$472.50
$0.00
$0.00
$17,289.43

$0.00
$90.00
$4,200.00
$2,366.00
$6,976.66
$2,500.00
$10,000.00
$2,000.00
$125.73
$7,977.50
$3,127.50
$500.00
$0.00
$194,973.57

$0.00
$90.00
$4,200.00
$2,500.00
$7,500.00
$2,500.00
$10,000.00
$2,000.00
$625.00
$8,000.00
$3,600.00
$500.00
$0.00
$212,263.00

2022
% of
Budget

0.00%
8.41%
0.00%
8.57%
8.52%
9.52%
22.43%
0.00%
8.52%
0.00%
77.22%
3.10%
0.00%
15.86%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
5.36%
6.98%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
79.88%
0.28%
13.13%
0.00%
0.00%
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FUN

OBJ

DEPT

DEPT 43300 CEMETERY
101
101
43300
101
102
43300
101
121
43300
101
122
43300
101
125
43300
101
126
43300
101
131
43300
101
150
43300
101
170
43300
101
212
43300
101
220
43300
101
240
43300
101
300
43300
101
301
43300
101
306
43300
101
310
43300
101
410
43300
101
412
43300
101
413
43300
101
437
43300
101
440
43300
101
530
43300
101
540
43300
101
810
43300
DEPT 43300 CEMETERY

OBJ Descr

WAGES AND SALARIES
OVERTIME
PERA
CONT TO RET., SOC. SEC.
RETIREMENT HEALTH SAVINGS PL
HSA
CONT TO EMPLOYEE INSURANCE
WORKER S COMPENSATION
MEDICARE
MOTOR FUELS & LUBRICANTS
OPERATING SUPPLIES
SMALL TOOLS-EQUIPMENT
PROF SER-LEGAL
PROF SER-ENGINEER
PROF SER-OTHER
GRAVE OPENINGS
REPAIR & MAINT GROUNDS
REP & MAINT VEH
TREES
TRANSFER OUT/EQIP REPLA
TRANSFER OUT/ CIP
CAPITAL ASSETS OUTLAY
CONTINGENCY
REFUNDS AND REIMBURSEMENTS

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$502.77
$0.00
$37.72
$22.06
$0.00
$9.80
$0.00
$0.00
$5.17
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$275.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$349.11
$0.00
$0.00
$1,201.63

$8,814.23
$0.00
$661.28
$555.94
$0.00
$351.20
$1,784.00
$0.00
$129.83
$0.00
$200.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$725.00
$400.00
$300.00
$2,000.00
$200.00
$1,000.00
-$349.11
$0.00
$0.00
$16,772.37

$9,317.00
$0.00
$699.00
$578.00
$0.00
$361.00
$1,784.00
$0.00
$135.00
$0.00
$200.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,000.00
$400.00
$300.00
$2,000.00
$200.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$17,974.00

2022
% of
Budget

5.40%
0.00%
5.40%
3.82%
0.00%
2.71%
0.00%
0.00%
3.83%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
27.50%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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FUN

OBJ

FUND 101 GENERAL

DEPT

OBJ Descr

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$89,512.84

$623,277.16

$712,790.00

2022
% of
Budget

03/30/22 2:13 PM
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FUN

OBJ

DEPT

OBJ Descr

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

2022
% of
Budget

$5,558.33

$18,441.67

$24,000.00

23.16%

$2,143.31

$3,356.69

$5,500.00

38.97%

$0.00

$700.00

$700.00

0.00%

$0.00

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

0.00%

$7,701.64

$47,498.36

$55,200.00

FUND 601 WATER
DEPT 46110 WATER-PUMPHOUSE
601
380
46110
ELECTRIC SERVICE
601
381
46110
FUEL FOR HEAT
601
382
46110
PUMPAGE FEES
601
419
46110
REPAIR & MAINT EQUIPMENT
DEPT 46110 WATER-PUMPHOUSE

03/30/22 2:13 PM
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FUN

OBJ

DEPT

DEPT 46120 WATER
601
050
46120
601
101
46120
601
102
46120
601
120
46120
601
121
46120
601
122
46120
601
126
46120
601
131
46120
601
150
46120
601
170
46120
601
201
46120
601
203
46120
601
212
46120
601
216
46120
601
220
46120
601
240
46120
601
301
46120
601
302
46120
601
306
46120
601
307
46120
601
321
46120
601
322
46120
601
323
46120
601
350
46120
601
360
46120
601
380
46120
601
381
46120
601
402
46120
601
412
46120
601
416
46120
601
419
46120
601
420
46120
601
421
46120
601
430
46120
601
431
46120
601
433
46120
601
434
46120
601
435
46120
601
437
46120
601
438
46120
601
439
46120
601
440
46120
601
530
46120
601
820
46120
601
850
46120
601
851
46120
601
860
46120
601
900
46120
DEPT 46120 WATER

OBJ Descr

SEASONAL/PART TIME
WAGES AND SALARIES
OVERTIME
PENSION EXPENSION
PERA
CONT TO RET., SOC. SEC.
HSA
CONT TO EMPLOYEE INSURANCE
WORKER S COMPENSATION
MEDICARE
OFFICE SUPPLIES
UNIFORMS - TIM
MOTOR FUELS & LUBRICANTS
CHEMICALS AND TESTING
OPERATING SUPPLIES
SMALL TOOLS-EQUIPMENT
PROF SER-ENGINEER
CONTRACT SERVICES
PROF SER-OTHER
GOPHER STATE ONE CALL
COMMUNICATIONS-PHONES
POSTAGE
RADIOS-REPAIR & MAINT
PRINTING & PUBLISHING
INSURANCE/P&L
ELECTRIC SERVICE
FUEL FOR HEAT
CONFERENCES & SCHOOLS
REP & MAINT VEH
REPAIR/MAINT OFF EQ
REPAIR & MAINT EQUIPMENT
R & M BLDGS, STRUCTURES & EQU
REPAIR & MAINT STREETS
MISC
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENTU
DUES & MEMBERSHIPS
STATE FEES FOR WATER-SEWER
WELLHEAD PROTECTION
TRANSFER OUT/EQIP REPLA
TRANSFER OUT/OFFICE EQUIP
TRANSFER OUT/BLDGS
TRANSFER OUT/ CIP
CAPITAL ASSETS OUTLAY
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
DEBT SERVICE - PRINCIPLE
BOND PREM AMORTIZATION
DEBT SERVICE - INTEREST
LOSS ON DISPOSAL OF ASSET

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$0.00

$4,800.00

$4,800.00

$10,449.31

$123,053.69

$133,503.00

$0.00

$2,058.00

$2,058.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$791.19

$9,221.81

$10,013.00

$634.43

$7,642.57

$8,277.00

$441.93

$5,593.07

$6,035.00

$4,862.25

$25,517.75

$30,380.00

$0.00

$6,600.00

$6,600.00

$148.39

$1,787.61

$1,936.00

$21.84

$328.16

$350.00

$500.00

-$10.00

$490.00

$437.20

$2,562.80

$3,000.00

$3,908.65

$22,091.35

$26,000.00

$2,719.43

-$719.43

$2,000.00

$60.79

$939.21

$1,000.00

$3,563.89
$1,981.26
$0.00
$86.45
$740.19
$188.01
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$5,399.24
$7,701.43
$250.00
$0.00
$516.27
$7,984.05
$80.76
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$4,075.68
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$11,786.56
$0.00
$34,085.00
$0.00
$9,382.15
$0.00
$112,796.35

$2,436.11
$4,018.74
$0.00
$913.55
$2,759.81
$811.99
$0.00
$500.00
$0.00
$19,600.76
-$5,201.43
$1,250.00
$4,000.00
-$16.27
$17,015.95
$1,919.24
$6,000.00
$0.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$7,424.32
$1,500.00
$5,000.00
$475.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
-$11,786.56
$121,000.00
-$34,085.00
$0.00
-$9,382.15
$0.00
$350,620.65

$6,000.00
$6,000.00
$0.00
$1,000.00
$3,500.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$500.00
$0.00
$25,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,500.00
$4,000.00
$500.00
$25,000.00
$2,000.00
$6,000.00
$0.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$11,500.00
$1,500.00
$5,000.00
$475.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$121,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$463,417.00

2022
% of
Budget

0.00%
7.83%
0.00%
0.00%
7.90%
7.66%
7.32%
16.00%
0.00%
7.66%
6.24%
102.04%
14.57%
15.03%
135.97%
6.08%
59.40%
33.02%
0.00%
8.65%
21.15%
18.80%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
21.60%
308.06%
16.67%
0.00%
103.25%
31.94%
4.04%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
35.44%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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FUN

OBJ

FUND 601 WATER

DEPT

OBJ Descr

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$120,497.99

$398,119.01

$518,617.00

2022
% of
Budget

03/30/22 2:13 PM
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FUN

OBJ

DEPT

OBJ Descr

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

2022
% of
Budget

FUND 602 SEWER
DEPT 46200 SEWER - OPERATING
602
050
46200
SEASONAL/PART TIME
602
101
46200
WAGES AND SALARIES
602
102
46200
OVERTIME
602
120
46200
PENSION EXPENSION
602
121
46200
PERA
602
122
46200
CONT TO RET., SOC. SEC.
602
126
46200
HSA
602
131
46200
CONT TO EMPLOYEE INSURANCE
602
150
46200
WORKER S COMPENSATION
602
170
46200
MEDICARE
602
201
46200
OFFICE SUPPLIES
602
204
46200
UNIFORMS - ROSS
602
206
46200
UNIFORMS - PW SUPERVISOR
602
212
46200
MOTOR FUELS & LUBRICANTS
602
220
46200
OPERATING SUPPLIES
602
240
46200
SMALL TOOLS-EQUIPMENT
602
301
46200
PROF SER-ENGINEER
602
302
46200
CONTRACT SERVICES
602
306
46200
PROF SER-OTHER
602
322
46200
POSTAGE
602
360
46200
INSURANCE/P&L
602
380
46200
ELECTRIC SERVICE
602
381
46200
FUEL FOR HEAT
602
402
46200
CONFERENCES & SCHOOLS
602
412
46200
REP & MAINT VEH
602
416
46200
REPAIR/MAINT OFF EQ
602
419
46200
REPAIR & MAINT EQUIPMENT
602
420
46200
R & M BLDGS, STRUCTURES & EQU
602
430
46200
MISC
602
437
46200
TRANSFER OUT/EQIP REPLA
602
438
46200
TRANSFER OUT/OFFICE EQUIP
602
439
46200
TRANSFER OUT/BLDGS
602
440
46200
TRANSFER OUT/ CIP
602
530
46200
CAPITAL ASSETS OUTLAY
602
820
46200
DEPRECIATION EXPENSE
602
850
46200
DEBT SERVICE - PRINCIPLE
602
851
46200
BOND PREM AMORTIZATION
602
860
46200
DEBT SERVICE - INTEREST
DEPT 46200 SEWER - OPERATING

$0.00

$4,800.00

$4,800.00

0.00%

$10,558.65

$123,574.35

$134,133.00

7.87%

$0.00

$2,058.00

$2,058.00

0.00%

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

$812.91

$9,247.09

$10,060.00

8.08%

$651.93

$7,664.07

$8,316.00

7.84%

$458.30

$5,789.70

$6,248.00

7.34%

$5,230.32

$27,168.68

$32,399.00

16.14%

$0.00

$6,600.00

$6,600.00

0.00%

$152.46

$1,792.54

$1,945.00

7.84%

$11.11

$313.89

$325.00

3.42%

$500.00

-$500.00

$0.00

0.00%

$500.00

$480.00

$980.00

51.02%

$457.48

$1,042.52

$1,500.00

30.50%

$72.10
$0.00
$0.00
$420.00
$0.00
$150.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$45.00
$516.27
$0.00
$80.77
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,609.46
$0.00
$50,915.00
$0.00
$13,767.85
$86,909.61

$927.90
$1,500.00
$7,000.00
$4,580.00
$0.00
$650.00
$2,623.66
$0.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$1,955.00
$233.73
$11,000.00
$919.23
$0.00
$10,000.00
$475.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
-$1,609.46
$55,000.00
-$50,915.00
$0.00
-$13,767.85
$226,103.05

$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$7,000.00
$5,000.00
$0.00
$800.00
$2,623.66
$0.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$2,000.00
$750.00
$11,000.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$10,000.00
$475.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$55,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$313,012.66

7.21%
0.00%
0.00%
8.40%
0.00%
18.75%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
2.25%
68.84%
0.00%
8.08%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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FUN

OBJ

FUND 602 SEWER

DEPT

OBJ Descr

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$86,909.61

$226,103.05

$313,012.66

2022
% of
Budget
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FUN

OBJ

DEPT

OBJ Descr

2022
YTD Amt

2022 YTD
Balance

2022
YTD Budget

$296,920.44

$1,247,499.22

$1,544,419.66

2022
% of
Budget

CITY OF BAYPORT
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*Check Summary Register©
MARCH 2022

Name
10100 FIRST ST BK GEN FUND
14458
AMERICAN FLAGPOLE & FLAG C
14459
AUTO ZONE
14460
BAYPORT PRINTING HOUSE, IN
14461
BAYPORT TRANSMISSION & AU
14462
BRUCE NELSON PLUMBING &
14463
COMPLETE HEALTH, ENVIRONM
14464
CORNELL, LAWRENCE
14465
EARL F ANDERSEN, INC
14466
ECKBERG LAMMERS - ATTORNE
14467
JOSHUA EISINGER
14468
MIKE GALOWITZ
14469
GOPHER STATE ONE CALL
14470
HAWKINS, INC.
14471
HOTSY MINNESOTA.COM
14472
ANIMAL HUMANE SOCIETY
14473
J H LARSON CO
14474
METROPOLITAN AREA MANAGE
14475
MCCARDLES JANITORIAL SERVI
14476
MENARDS STILLWATER
14477
MERCURY ELECTRIC
14478
METROPOLITAN COUNCIL (SDS)
14479
MIDDLE ST CROIX WMO
14480
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF H
14481
MN IT SERVICES
14482
NCPERS GROUP LIFE INS
14483
AIR FRESH INDUSTRIES
14484
B H E RENEWABLES
14485
LITTLE FALLS MACHINE INC
14486
MINNESOTA TEAMSTERS NO. 32
14487
NOVA COMMUNICATIONS
14488
SEH
14489
SCHLENNER WENNER & CO.
14490
SUN LIFE FINANCIAL
14491
TABLET COMMAND
14492
TASC
14493
TENNIS SANITATION
14494
THOMSON REUTERS - WEST
14495
TRAFFIC CONTROL CORP
14496
ULTIMATE SAFETY CONCEPTS I
14497
VIRIDIAN WEAPON TECHNOLOG
14498
WASHINGTON COUNTY PROPE
14499
WASHINGTON COUNTY SHERIF
14500
WHITE BEAR IT SOLUTIONS LLC
14502
ADVANCE AUTO PARTS
14503
AUTOMATIC SYSTEMS CO
14504
BAKER & TAYLOR
14505
COMPASS MINERALS AMERICA
14506
DEFINITIVE TECHOLOGY SOLUT
14507
ECKBERG LAMMERS - ATTORNE
14508
FRED'S TIRE
14509
GRAINGER
14510
GUARDIAN SUPPLY
14511
INNOVATIVE OFFICE SOLUTION
14512
MENARDS STILLWATER

Check Date

3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022

Check Amt

$535.10
$8.99
$125.00
$214.19
$199.40
$380.00
$34.57
$196.35
$2,659.95
$100.00
$100.00
$22.95
$1,655.23
$477.90
$202.00
$104.47
$25.00
$2,625.00
$279.82
$2,950.00
$45,472.08
$8,628.71
$2,374.00
$90.63
$32.00
$595.00
$880.98
$389.34
$560.00
$686.73
$3,916.04
$1,995.00
$1,294.48
$1,000.00
$0.00
$179.69
$421.90
$725.00
$566.65
$133.00
$35.00
$893.95
$2,330.00
$31.18
$763.86
$1,406.74
$1,751.35
$341.13
$3,178.50
$252.43
$806.10
$1,275.87
$200.69
$71.49

PARKS - FLAGS
FIRE - AUTO SUPPLIES
SEWER
POLICE - OIL CHANGE REPLACE AIR DUCT
REPAIRED FAUCET- WOMEN'S LAV CITY H
MAINTENANCE PLAN FEBRUARY 2022
POLICE- REIMBURSEMENT CORNELL TRAI
STREETS- REPLACEMENT STREET SIGNS
POLICE- FEBRUARY PROSECUTION
MONTHLY CLEANING
MONTHLY FIREHALL CLEANING
WATER- UTILITY LOCATES
WATER- CHEMICALS
FIRE-SUTTNER UNDERBODY WAND
POLICE - ANIMAL IMPOUND
MUNICIPAL BUILDING- FLORESCENT LIGHT
ADMIN- FEB MAMA MEETING -A BELL
FEBRUARY CLEANING SERVICE
STREETS- SHOVELS
FIRE- CAMERA INSTALL- GRANT REIMBUR
SEWER- APRIL DISCHARGE
FIRST HALF FUNDING 2022
WATER- STATE FEES 1ST QUARTER 2022
LIBRARY VOICE SERVICES
FEBRUARY PREMIUMS
SEWER- LIFT STATION PUMPING
JANUARY 2022 CHARGES
STREETS- SNOW PLOW REPAIR AND PART
POLICE DUES
sewer
STREETS- BOX CULVERT PROJECT
YEAR END AUDIT PREP
FEB AND MARCH 2022 PREMIUMS
FIRE- ANNUAL IPAD SUBSCRIPTION X 2
APRIL2022 COBRA ADMINISTARTION
CITY HALL TRASH
MONTHLY INFO SUBSCRIPTION
FIRE- LADDER 1 IR EMITTER
FIRE- RAE SENSOR MODULE
POLICE- GUN LOCKS
2021 TAX LEVY BOOK FOR AUDIT
POLICE- FUEL CHARGES
MONTHLY CONTRACT
STREETS - SHOP SUPPLIES
WATER - SCADA REPAIR WORK
LIBRARY - BOOKS AND MATERIALS
STREETS - ROAD SALT
LIBRARY - OFFICE EQUIP SHARP
GENERAL GOVERNMENT - CITY COUNCIL
FIRE - TIRES CV1
WATER - COPPER COUPLINGS
FIRE - FLEECE PULLOVER
LIBRARY - OFFICE SUPPLIES
FIRE - SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

CITY OF BAYPORT
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*Check Summary Register©
MARCH 2022

Check Date

Name
14513
14514
14515
14516
14517
14518
14519
14520
14521
14522
14523
14524
14525
14526
14527
14528
14529
14530
14531
14532
14533
14534
14535
14536
14537
14538
14539
14540
14541
14542
14543
14544
14545
14546
14547
14548
14549
800226e
800227e
800230e
800231e

METRO CITIES
MILLER EXCAVATING, INC
MINNESOTA STATE FIRE DEPAR
MINNESOTA VALLEY TESTING L
MN IT SERVICES
NAC
SEH
SPOK, INC
STOPSTICK LTD
T0DD PETERSON
TASC
TRI-STATE BOBCAT, INC.
US BANK CORPORATE TRUST
WASHINGTON COUNTY PUBLIC
B H E RENEWABLES
BAYPORT TRANSMISSION & AU
BIBLIOLABS LLC
CORNELL, LAWRENCE
DIVERSIFIED INPECTIONS/
JOSHUA EISINGER
MIKE GALOWITZ
GUARDIAN SUPPLY
HEALTH PARTNERS
LOFFLER COMPANIES
LUBE - TECH.
MENARDS STILLWATER
MN IT SERVICES
MINNESOTA VALLEY TESTING L
NCPERS GROUP LIFE INS
NUSS TRUCK & EQUIPMENT
OPTUM
PLUNKETT'S PEST CONTROL
SUN LIFE FINANCIAL
TASC
TENNIS SANITATION
WASHINGTON COUNTY PUBLIC
ZIEGLER INC.
COMCAST
HEALTH PARTNERS
MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF L
VERIZON WIRELESS

3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/22/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/30/2022
3/10/2022
3/10/2022
3/18/2022
3/21/2022

Total Checks

Check Amt
$1,744.00
$30.00
$375.00
$37.00
$89.01
$12,100.00
$3,534.13
$48.29
$540.00
$275.00
$47.51
$403.43
$500.00
$1,200.24
$1,214.20
$321.98
$980.00
$75.00
$419.21
$75.00
$125.00
$139.99
$148.00
$340.06
$145.40
$523.34
$3,752.98
$39.00
$32.00
$1,264.23
$76.50
$91.94
$1,082.99
$47.51
$1,774.64
$3,700.74
$841.68
$1,187.90
$17,967.16
$168.00
$273.83

$153,907.33

GENERAL GOV - METRO CITIES MEMBERS
STREETS - SAND
FIRE - 2022 MSFDA MEMBERSHIP DUES
WATER - COLIFORM TEST
LIBRARY - VOICE SERVICE
MUNICIPAL - HEATING AND COOLING UNIT
HWY 95 UTILITY PROJECTS
WATER - PAGER CHARGE
POLICE - PATROL TEMINATOR
CEMETERY - HEATER RENTAL
COBRA ADMIN FEE
STREETS - MAINTENANCE TOOL CAT
MN GENERAL OBLIGATION BOND 2020A
POLICE - 1ST QTR RAIDO USER FEES
SOLAR GARDEN - 2/1/2022 - 2/28/2022
FIRE - 2019 CHEV TAHOE
LIBRARY - ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION 4/1/202
POLICE - FOOD FOR TRAINING
FIRE 148 ft gl @ 2.75 PER FOOT
FIRE HALL - MARCH CLEANING
FIRE HALL - MARCH CLEANING
FIRE - UNIFORM SUPPLIES
STREETS - DRUG SCREEN
SEWER
STREETS - VEHICLE GREASE
PARKS - SUPPLIES BENCH AND LATTICE R
MUNICIPAL - CITYHALL VOICE SERVICES
WATER - WATER TESTING
MONTHLY PREMIUM -EASTMAN, JACKSON
STREETS - LIGHT REPAIR TRUCK
HSA MONTHLY FEE
PARKS - GENERAL PEST PROGRM NATUR
MONTHLY PREMIUM
ADMIN - COBRA ADMIN FEE
DELINQUENT GARBAGE
FIRE - WACO 1ST QTR RADIO USER FEES
STREETS - LOADER REPAIR STARTER
MARCH AND APRIL INTERNET CHARGES
MONTHLY PREMIUM- MARCH
SALES AND TAX USE FEB 2022
FIRE - PW - ADMIN MONTHLY BILL
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CITY OF BAYPORT
REVENUE SUMMARY YTD
2022 YTD
Budget

2022 YTD
Balance

%YTD
Budget

2022 %
of Budget
Remain

$133,491.65 $3,311,129.35

2022
YTD Amt

FUND

Description

101

GENERAL

0.00%

100.00%

202

DRUG FORFEITURE

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

0.00%

0.00%

206

WATER/SEWER IMPROVEMENT

$0.00

$16,295.66

-$16,295.66

0.00%

0.00%

207

PARK IMPROVEMENT FUND

$0.00

$2,000.00

-$2,000.00

0.00%

0.00%

211

LIBRARY

$328,500.00

$253.94

$328,246.06

0.00%

0.00%

400

NEW FIRE STATION

$0.00

$36,242.39

-$36,242.39

0.00%

0.00%

601

WATER

$615,000.00

$81,847.27

$533,152.73

0.00%

0.00%

602

SEWER

$865,000.00

$192,005.76

$672,994.24

0.00%

0.00%

700

BAYTOWN SURCHARGE

$0.00

$2,947.56

-$2,947.56

0.00%

0.00%

803

P & Z ESCROWS

$0.00

$1,500.00

-$1,500.00

0.00%

0.00%

$3,444,621.00

$5,253,121.00

$466,584.23 $4,786,536.77
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CITY OF BAYPORT
MONTHLY RECEIPTS
Period Name: MARCH
S
O FUN

Tran
Date

Amount

Refer Comments

Account Descr

FUND 101 GENERAL
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
FUND 101 GENER

03/22/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/28/22
03/22/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/28/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/28/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22

$262.12
$18.28
$2.00
$974.12
$52.48
$17.10
$51.50
$115.17
$100.00
$50.00
$100.00
$50.00
$46.57
$200.00
$1,175.50
$522.68
$158.00
$10.00
$12,075.75
$7,249.04
$5.00
$20.00
$30.00
$60.00
$3.73
$3.73
$150.00
$28,536.46
$14,959.84
$230.07
$163.00
$93.13
$116.41
$32.60
$65.20
$465.66
$116.41
$116.41
$93.13
$93.13
$232.83
$10.00
$600.00
$75.00
$800.00
$1,200.00
$71,502.05

18051
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
18038
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
18049
18050
18050
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24
-24

FEB 2022 10% CITY FUND
BUILDING SURCHARGE
BUILDING SURCHARGE
BUILDING SURCHARGE
State Sales Tax
State Sales Tax
State Sales Tax
FARNHAM SPOUSAL PREMIUM
CONTRACTOR LICENSE - SPECIALTY
CONTRACTOR LICENSE - SPECIALTY
CONTRACTOR LICENSE - GENERAL
CONTRACTOR LICENSE - SPECIALTY
FENCE PERMIT
SHORT TERM RENTAL RENEWAL
BUILDING PERMIT
PLAN REVIEW
BUILDING PERMIT
BUILDING LICENSE LOOKUP
BUILDING PERMIT
PLAN REVIEW
BUILDING LICENSE LOOKUP
PET LICENSE - SPAY/NEUT 2 YR
PEDDLER LICENSE
PEDDLER LICENSE
POLICE REPORTS
POLICE REPORTS
BURNING PERMIT
LAKELAND 1ST QTR FIRST QTR FIRE CON
FIRE CONTRACT/BOND 1ST QTR
HALF COST SHARE STREET LIGHT 4586 S
PICNIC SHELTER - RESIDENT (EACH-UP T
PICNIC SHELTER - NONRESIDENT(EACHBEACHHOUSE - RESIDENT(FRI-SUN)
PICNIC SHELTER - RESIDENT (EACH-UP T
PICNIC SHELTER - RESIDENT (EACH-UP T
BEACH HOUSE - NONRESIDENT(FRI-SUN)
BEACHHOUSE - RESIDENT(FRI-SUN)
BEACHHOUSE - RESIDENT(FRI-SUN)
PICNIC SHELTER - NONRESIDENT(EACHBEACHHOUSE - RESIDENT(M-TH)
BEACH HOUSE - NONRESIDENT(FRI-SUN)
PARK DONATIONS
CEMETERY - HEADSTONE DEPOSIT
CEMETERY - MARKING HEADSTONE LOCA
CEMETERY - WINTER CASKET BURIAL
CEMETERY - OPEN/CLOSE GRAVE- CASKE

R 101-00000-32204 GAMBLIN
G 101-20104 STATE SURCHA
G 101-20104 STATE SURCHA
G 101-20104 STATE SURCHA
G 101-20603 SALES TAX PAYA
G 101-20603 SALES TAX PAYA
G 101-20603 SALES TAX PAYA
G 101-27109 HEALTH PARTNE
R 101-41910-32100 BUSINES
R 101-41910-32100 BUSINES
R 101-41910-32100 BUSINES
R 101-41910-32100 BUSINES
R 101-41910-32200 NONBUSI
R 101-41910-32200 NONBUSI
R 101-41910-32210 BUILDIN
R 101-41910-32210 BUILDIN
R 101-41910-32210 BUILDIN
R 101-41910-32210 BUILDIN
R 101-41910-32210 BUILDIN
R 101-41910-32210 BUILDIN
R 101-41910-32210 BUILDIN
R 101-42100-32240 ANIMAL F
R 101-42100-33100 ADMINIS
R 101-42100-33100 ADMINIS
R 101-42100-34201 POLICE A
R 101-42100-34201 POLICE A
R 101-42200-32200 NONBUSI
R 101-42200-34202 FIRE CON
R 101-42200-34202 FIRE CON
E 101-43160-380 ELECTRIC S
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-34780 PARK FEE
R 101-43200-36230 DONATIO
R 101-43300-34940 CEMETER
R 101-43300-34940 CEMETER
R 101-43300-34940 CEMETER
R 101-43300-34940 CEMETER

FUND 206 WATER/SEWER IMPROVEMENT FUND
206
206
206

03/24/22
03/30/22
03/07/22

$47.51
$25.53
$11.64

18057 UB AR Surc 23 TRUNK SEWER
18060 UB AR Surc 23 TRUNK SEWER
18037 UB Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI

R 206-00000-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-00000-37106 TRUNK W
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
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CITY OF BAYPORT
MONTHLY RECEIPTS
Period Name: MARCH
S
O FUN

Tran
Date

Amount

206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206
206

03/07/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/24/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/24/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22

$11.10
$27.19
$4.20
$71.23
$4.90
$0.79
$0.79
$7.35
$6.90
$10.11
$43.80
$11.83
$2.40
$12.20
$2.40
$4.17
$3.90
$5.10
$5.37
$14.15
$11.70
$4.97
$2.71
$8.25
$8.71
$8.20
$9.22
$1.74
$1.74
$88.23
$1.80
$86.66
$1.89
$1.20
$0.79
$0.84
$1.80
$2.10
$4.80
-$111.92
$4,505.06
$12.60
$422.34
$692.76
$1.20
$0.79
$0.84
$1.86
$2.19
$5.16
-$95.70
$2.40
$4,122.81
$11.93

Refer Comments
18037
18039
18039
18039
18039
18040
18040
18041
18041
18042
18042
18052
18052
18052
18052
18053
18053
18054
18054
18055
18055
18055
18055
18061
18061
18062
18062
18063
18063
18064
18064
18064
18064
18043
18044
18045
18046
18047
18058
18060
18060
18060
18060
18060
18043
18044
18045
18046
18047
18058
18060
18060
18060
18060

UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB

Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 27 TRUNK W/COMM
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 37 TRUNK S/COMM
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 37 TRUNK S/COMM
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 27 TRUNK W/COMM
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 37 TRUNK S/COMM
Receipt Serv 27 TRUNK W/COMM
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
Receipt Serv 27 TRUNK W/COMM
Receipt Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
Receipt Serv 37 TRUNK S/COMM
AR Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv Adj 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv 26 TRUNK W/RESI
AR Serv 21 TRUNK/W COMB
AR Serv 27 TRUNK W/COMM
AR Serv 28 TRUNK W/IND
AR Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv Adj 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv 35 TRUNK S/INST
AR Serv 36 TRUNK S/RESI
AR Serv 31 TRUNK/S COMB

Account Descr
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
G 206-12103 A/R GEN BILLIN
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37106 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37107 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37107 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37108 TRUNK W
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37206 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37207 TRUNK S
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CITY OF BAYPORT
MONTHLY RECEIPTS
Period Name: MARCH
S
O FUN

Tran
Date

Amount

206
03/30/22
206
03/30/22
206
03/30/22
FUND 206 WATER

$136.85
$298.42
$213.32
$10,804.82

Refer Comments
18060 UB AR Serv 41 TRUNK SEWER 1ST
18060 UB AR Serv 37 TRUNK S/COMM
18060 UB AR Serv 38 TRUNK S/IND

Account Descr
R 206-41900-37207 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37207 TRUNK S
R 206-41900-37208 TRUNK S

FUND 211 LIBRARY
211
FUND 211 LIBRA

03/22/22

$80.00
$80.00

-24 LIBRARY SERVICE CHARGE

R 211-45500-34760 LIBRARY

FUND 400 NEW FIRE STATION
400
400
FUND 400 NEW F

03/22/22
03/22/22

$8,786.97
$4,250.05
$13,037.02

18049 LAKELAND 1ST QTR FAIRSHARE FIRE BO
18050 FIRE BOND PAYMENT 1ST QTR

R 400-00000-39310 COMPETI
R 400-00000-39310 COMPETI

03/07/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/03/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/24/22
03/28/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22

$138.32
$1,018.78
$50.80
$1.59
$6.56
$81.20
$638.72
$3.18
$148.98
$20.00
$46.72
$56.72
$1.59
$55.28
$152.80
$100.51
$115.70
$14.46
$1,153.35
$17.33
$6.36
$176.20
$247.28
$10.00
-$14.70
$100.00
$10.00
$6.56
$7.00
$18.16
$22.24
$40.00
$10.00
$58.96
$125.00
$40.00
-$1,550.42
$57,298.44
$224.76

18037
18039
18039
18039
18040
18041
18042
18052
18052
18052
18053
18054
18055
18055
18055
18061
18062
18063
18064
18064
18064
18036
18039
18039
18040
18042
18043
18044
18045
18046
18047
18052
18055
18058
18059
18060
18060
18060
18060

G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
G 601-14601 WATER BILLING
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R
R 601-46120-37110 WATER R

FUND 601 WATER
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
601

UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB

Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 5 COMM WATER
Receipt Serv 8 SAFE WT'R FE
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 8 SAFE WT'R FE
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 5 COMM WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 8 SAFE WT'R FE
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 5 COMM WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 1 WATER
Receipt Serv 5 COMM WATER
Receipt Serv 8 SAFE WT'R FE
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE
UR Receipt Group 00 FINAL GROUP
UR Receipt Group 00 FINAL GROUP
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE
AR Serv 1 WATER
AR Serv 1 WATER
AR Serv 1 WATER
AR Serv 1 WATER
AR Serv 1 WATER
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE
AR Serv 1 WATER
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE
AR Serv 6 WATER METER2
AR Serv Adj 1 WATER
AR Serv 1 WATER
AR Serv 2 WATER ONLY
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CITY OF BAYPORT
MONTHLY RECEIPTS
Period Name: MARCH
S
O FUN
601
601
601
601
601
601
601
FUND 601 WATER

Tran
Date

Amount

Refer Comments

Account Descr

03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22

$8,053.20
$400.00
$90.63
$212.80
$12,571.72
$352.40
-$2,452.02
$79,887.16

18060
18060
18060
18060
18060
18061
18064

UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB

AR Serv 3 INDUSTRIAL
AR Serv 111 METER REPLACEMENT
AR Serv 8 SAFE WT'R FE
AR Serv 9 INSTITUTION
AR Serv 5 COMM WATER
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE
UR Receipt Group 01 CITY WIDE

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

601-46120-37110
601-46120-37110
601-46120-37110
601-46120-37110
601-46120-37110
601-46120-37110
601-46120-37110

WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER
WATER

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

03/07/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/22/22
03/22/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/28/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/15/22
03/24/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/30/22
03/24/22
03/24/22

$133.40
$56.50
$302.54
$6.56
$80.75
$119.35
$20.00
$140.87
$46.45
$56.45
$172.75
$28.82
$98.15
$91.26
$14.46
$8.20
$978.20
$10.00
$10.00
$6.56
$7.00
$18.10
$22.15
$58.60
$212.75
-$1,217.50
$47,307.24
$1,646.05
$48.50
$2,534.90
$3,566.35
$40.00
$28,647.52
$395.95
$85,668.88

18037
18039
18039
18040
18041
18042
18052
18052
18053
18054
18055
18055
18061
18062
18063
18064
18064
18064
18043
18044
18045
18046
18047
18058
18060
18060
18060
18060
18060
18060
18060
18060
18056
18057

UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB
UB

Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 25 COMM SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 25 COMM SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 25 COMM SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 25 COMM SEWER
Receipt Serv 10 SEWER
Receipt Serv 24 SEWER COMMER
AR Serv 10 SEWER
AR Serv 10 SEWER
AR Serv 10 SEWER
AR Serv 10 SEWER
AR Serv 10 SEWER
AR Serv 10 SEWER
AR Serv 29 INSTIT SEWER
AR Serv Adj 10 SEWER
AR Serv 10 SEWER
AR Serv 15 1ST SEWER
AR Serv 20 SEWER ONLY
AR Serv 23 INDUSTRI SEW
AR Serv 25 COMM SEWER
AR Serv 24 SEWER COMMER
AR Serv 19 PRISON SEWER
AR Serv 11 NSP SEWER

G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
G 602-14602 SEWER BILLING
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37210 SEWER R
R 602-46200-37220 PRISON S
R 602-46200-37230 NSP COLL

FUND 602 SEWER
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
602
FUND 602 SEWER

FUND 700 BAYTOWN SURCHARGE
700
03/15/22
700
03/30/22
700
03/30/22
FUND 700 BAYTO

$40.00
$100.00
$2,947.56
$3,087.56

18042 UB Receipt Surc 18 BT SURCHARGE
18064 UB Receipt Surc 18 BT SURCHARGE
18060 UB AR Surc 18 BT SURCHARGE

G 700-14601 WATER BILLING
G 700-14601 WATER BILLING
R 700-46120-37110 WATER R

03/30/22 3:05 PM
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CITY OF BAYPORT
MONTHLY RECEIPTS
Period Name: MARCH
S
O FUN

Tran
Date

Amount
$264,067.49

Refer Comments

Account Descr

City of Bayport - March 2022 Building Permit Report - 28
Issue Date Permit Number

Parcel Number

Job Description

Job Address

Estimated Cost

Permit Type

Zoning

3/15/2022 BA-2022-00042

1002920130003

Concrete Pad for generator

1056 N Inspiration Parkway, BA, MN 55003

$3,500.00

BLDG - Misc/Other

COMMERCIAL

3/15/2022
3/1/2022
3/29/2022
3/29/2022
3/28/2022
3/28/2022

BA-2022-00043
BA-2022-00035
BA-2022-00069
BA-2022-00070
BA-2022-00067
BA-2022-00068

1002920130003
1102920240002
1102920220079
1102920220079
1002920240046
1002920240046

Gas Piping to New Generator
INSTALL NEW BUR ROOF ASSEMBLY
MECHANICAL FOR NEW HOME
PLUMBING FOR NEW HOME
MECHANICAL BASEMENT FINISH
PLUMBING BASEMENT FINISH

1056 N Inspiration Parkway, BA, MN 55003
122 S 2nd Avenue, BA, MN 55003
255 N 2nd Street, BA, MN 55003
255 N 2nd Street, BA, MN 55003
266 N Primrose Path, BA, MN 55003
266 N Primrose Path, BA, MN 55003

$1,500.00
$2,178,730.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

MECH - Comm
BLDG - Roof Replace/Repair
MECH - New Res
PLG - New Home Res
MECH - Pre-Existing
PLG - Pre-Existing

COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL

3/23/2022
3/21/2022
3/21/2022
3/21/2022
3/16/2022
3/15/2022
3/15/2022
3/15/2022
3/9/2022

BA-2022-00066
BA-2022-00062
BA-2021-00223
BA-2022-00055
BA-2022-00060
BA-2022-00057
BA-2022-00058
BA-2022-00059
BA-2022-00052

10.029.20.42.0127
1102920320070
1102920220079
1002920110078
1002920120008
1002920430035
1002920420133
1102920340024
1002920420128

704 Inspiration Place, Bayport, MN 55003
445 S Minnesota Street, BA, MN 55003
255 N 2nd Street, BA, MN 55003
533 N 8th Street, BA, MN 55003
551 N 9th Street, BA, MN 55003
635 INSPIRATION PLACE, BA, MN 55003
656 INSPIRATION PLACE, BA, MN 55003
473 Mariner Drive, BA, MN 55003
696 INSPIRATION PLACE, BA, MN 55003

$2,725.00
$0.00
$192,347.80
$5,950.00
$1,000.00
$20,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$19,000.00

MECH - Fireplace RES
MECH - Pre-Existing
BLDG - New Construction Res
BLDG - Draintile
PLG - Pre-Existing
PLG - New Home Res
PLG - New Home Res
PLG - Pre-Existing
MECH - New Res

RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL

3/9/2022

BA-2022-00053

1002920110042

337 N 5th Street, BA, MN 55003

$19,967.00

MAINT - Window Replace

RESIDENTIAL

3/9/2022
3/8/2022
3/8/2022
3/8/2022
3/8/2022
3/7/2022
3/7/2022
3/7/2022
3/7/2022
3/7/2022
3/3/2022

BA-2022-00054
BA-2022-00049
BA-2022-00050
BA-2022-00051
BA-2022-00041
BA-2022-00044
BA-2022-00045
BA-2022-00046
BA-2022-00047
BA-2022-00048
BA-2022-00038

1102920330014
1002920310010
1002920240055
1002920240055
1002920240055
1002920420144
1002920420143
1002920420132
1002920420128
1002920110040
1002920110010

FIREPLACE FOR NEW HOME
REPLACE FURNACE & AIR
New Home - Habitat for Humanity
Interior Draintile
GAS LINE FOR RANGE & DRYER
PLUMBING FOR NEW HOME
PLUMBING NEW HOME
PLUMBING FOR BATHROOM REMODEL
MECHANICAL FOR NEW HOME
REPLACE FOUR WINDOWS WITHIN EXISTING
OPENINGS
REPLACE ONE WINDOW & THREE ENTRY
DOORS WITHIN EXISTING OPENINGS
MECHANICAL FINISHED BASEMENT
MECHANICAL FINISHED BASEMENT
PLUMBING FINISHED BASEMENT
Basement Finish
INSTALL NEW FIREPLACE
INSTALL NEW FIREPLACE
INSTALL NEW FIREPLACE
INSTALL NEW FIREPLACE
INSTALL NEW FURNACE
REPLACE BOILER

524 S Minnesota Street, BA, MN 55003
340 Periwinkle Place, BA, MN 55003
284 N Primrose Path, BA, MN 55003
284 N Primrose Path, BA, MN 55003
284 N Primrose Path, BA, MN 55003
643 INSPIRATION PLACE, BA, MN 55003
651 INSPIRATION PLACE, BA, MN 55003
664 INSPIRATION PLACE, BA, MN 55003
696 INSPIRATION PLACE, BA, MN 55003
387 N 5th Street, BA, MN 55003
365 N 8th Street, BA, MN 55003

$16,497.00
$0.00
$200.00
$1,000.00
$17,000.00
$2,725.00
$2,853.00
$3,863.00
$3,863.00
$5,580.00
$0.00

MAINT - Window Replace
MECH - Pre-Existing
MECH - Pre-Existing
PLG - Pre-Existing
BLDG - Basement Finish
MECH - Fireplace RES
MECH - Fireplace RES
MECH - Fireplace RES
MECH - Fireplace RES
MECH - Pre-Existing
MECH - Pre-Existing

RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL
RESIDENTIAL

4737 N ORDELL TRL, Stillwater, MN 55082

$0.00

PLG - Baytown Water
Connection

RESIDENTIAL

Baytown Township - March 2022 Water Permit Report - 1
3/28/2022 BA-2022-00004
Generated: 3/31/2022 10:10 AM

902920240017

WATER TO NEW HOME

Page 1 of 1

Printed: 3/31/2022 10:10 AM

See Attachment A, and Hazelwood Cemetery

X

X
Jim Menard
Bayport American Legion
651.323.0980

651.439.5463

bayportparade@comcast.net
263 Third St N
Bayport, MN 55003
Bayport American Legion
Memorial Ceremony
May 30, 2022

7:00am

May 30, 2022

3:00pm

Small Assemblage

X

X
X

X

Traditional Memorial Day Parade and Ceremony

X
Podium, Electrical Outlets

Please Have a few Satellite Toilets Delivered from the City Park Prior to the Event
Also... If Possible, Have the Grass Mowed Prior to Event – Many Thanks in
advance!

See Attachment “A”

March 30th, 2022

Memorial Day Parade Route
2022

↑

Parade Route
Parade Assembly Area
And
Detour Route

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑

↑
↑

2022 Parade Map Legend
Parade Assembly Area Parade Route Detour Route -

Attachment “A”

Gathering
Area

Gathering
Area

Gathering
Area

Gathering
Area

Satellite
Toilets

Gathering
Area

Traditional
Ceremonial
Memorial
Service
Area

Gathering
Area

Hazelwood Cemetery
Bayport Minnesota

CITY OF BAYPORT
294 NORTH THIRD STREET
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
PHONE 651-275-4404 FAX 651-275-4411
Date:

March 17, 2022

To:

Mayor and City Council
City Administrator Adam Bell

From:

Chief of Police Laura Eastman

Subject:

Hiring of Ryan Jones as a full-time police officer

BACKGROUND
Please consider this memorandum to appoint Ryan Jones as a full-time Peace Officer.
As you may know, Officer Jones joined the police department as a part-time officer in May of
2021. Officer Jones has already successfully completed the psychological, medical, and physical
tests, and has now finished field training. As such, he is ready to take the next promotional step
to a full-time officer position. Officer Jones brings compassion, integrity, and professionalism to
the Bayport Police team. We are fortunate to have such a wonderful candidate apply for this
position and he will be a true asset to our team.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the city council adopt a motion to hire Ryan Jones as a full-time officer at a
starting pay rate of $ 5,297.49 a month; per the union contract, with an effective start date of
April 4, 2022.

CITY OF BAYPORT
294 NORTH THIRD STREET
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
PHONE 651-275-4404 FAX 651-275-4411

Date:

March 30, 2022

To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Adam Bell, City Administrator
Sara Taylor, Assistant City Administrator/Planner

Re:

Consider a repeal of Chapter 2 – Administration, Article VIII. Personnel Policy of the Bayport
City Code of Ordinances and adoption by resolution as an administrative policy

BACKGROUND
At the March 7 workshop, a labor attorney from Eckberg Lammers provided a detailed overview of the
proposed updates to the city’s Employee Personnel Policy. Overall, many of the revisions are non-discretionary,
meaning the city is required to adopt such policies based on federal/state law or statute. Other edits are intended
to improve organization, ease of use, and incorporate current practice or existing stand-alone administrative
policies. It is important to note that although the draft policy may appear much different than the current
ordinance, there are no substantial revisions to the content or terms of the policy, such as benefits, discipline,
etc. The only significant benefit change is the provision of a deferred compensation match of up to $25 per
month.
As discussed at the workshop, the Personnel Policy is currently adopted as an ordinance, making it burdensome
to edit and/or implement changes and maintain compliance with law. Based on the attorney’s guidance, the
ordinance is proposed to be repealed and subsequently adopted by resolution of the City Council, which will
make it less difficult to not only edit and maintain compliance but also more cost-effective.
With the exception of a few minor edits noted at the workshop, the consensus of the City Council was to
proceed with the ordinance repeal and adoption by resolution as an administrative policy. Final edits (postworkshop) are incorporated within the attached document and will be presented by staff at the April 4 City
Council meeting. Following discussion, the City Council will be asked to formally repeal Chapter 2 –
Administration, Article VIII. Personnel Policy of the Bayport City Code of Ordinances and adopt an Employee
Personnel Policy for the City of Bayport by resolution.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the City Council adopt a motion repealing Chapter 2 – Administration, Article VIII.
Personnel Policy of the Bayport City Code of Ordinances and subsequently adopt a motion approving an
Employee Personnel Policy for the City of Bayport.

ORDINANCE NO. _____
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF BAYPORT, WASHINGTON COUNTY, MINNESOTA
REPEALING CHAPTER 2 – ADMINISTRATION, ARTICLE VIII. PERSONNEL POLICY OF
THE BAYPORT CITY CODE OF ORDINANCES
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF BAYPORT DOES HEREBY ORDAIN:
Section 1. Chapter 2 – Administration, Article VIII. Personnel Policy, is hereby repealed in its entirety
and will be adopted by resolution of the City Council as an administrative policy.
Section 2. This ordinance shall be repealed after its passage and publication according to law. Passed by
the Bayport City Council this 4th day of April, 2022.

ATTEST:
___________________________________
Adam Bell, City Administrator

______________________________
Susan St. Ores, Mayor

RESOLUTION NO. 22-_____
EXTRACT OF THE CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES OF THE CITY OF BAYPORT,
WASHINGTON COUNTY, MINNESOTA HELD APRIL 4, 2022
Pursuant to due call and notice therefor, a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of Bayport, Minnesota was
duly held at Bayport City Hall in said municipality on April 4, 2022, at 6:00 p.m.
Members Present:
Councilmember _________ introduced the following resolution and moved its adoption:
A RESOLUTION ADOPTING AN EMPLOYEE PERSONNEL POLICY FOR THE CITY OF BAYPORT
WHEREAS, the City of Bayport first adopted Chapter 2 – Administration, Article VIII. Personnel Policy by Ordinance
No. 685 on November 1, 1993, with subsequent amendments as necessary or required by law, to establish a uniform and
equitable system of personnel administration for employees and representatives of the city, supplemented by adopted
policies, manuals, and standard operating procedures; and
WHEREAS, in its current form, Article VIII. Personnel Policy has been found to be in need of updates to be compliant
with state and federal law and in harmony with current policies for employee recruitment/selection, work rules/conduct,
compensation, benefits, discipline, and separation; and
WHEREAS, because Article VIII. Personnel Policy has been adopted and incorporated as an ordinance, it is difficult
and costly to implement timely amendments and maintain compliance with state and federal law; and
WHEREAS, to facilitate timely updates and maintain compliance with law, the City Attorney has advised that Article
VIII. Personnel Policy be repealed as an ordinance and alternatively adopted by resolution of the City Council as an
administrative policy; and
WHEREAS, the City Attorney provided a detailed review of the updates to the revised Personnel Policy to the City
Council in a workshop session on March 7, 2022; and
WHEREAS, following the March 7, 2022 workshop session, the consensus of the City Council was to proceed with a
repeal of Chapter 2 – Administration, Article VIII. Personnel Policy of the Bayport City Code of Ordinances, as advised
by the City Attorney, and consider adoption of the proposed revisions by resolution of the City Council at the April 4,
2022 meeting, to be applied and function as an administrative policy.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, the City Council hereby adopts an Employee Personnel Policy for the City
of Bayport.
The motion for adoption of the foregoing resolution was duly seconded by Councilmember _______ and upon roll call
being taken thereon, the following vote via voice:
Susan St. Ores John Dahl -

Connie CarlsonMichele Hanson -

Ethan Gilmore -

WHEREUPON, said Resolution was declared duly passed and adopted and signed by the Mayor and attested by the
City Administrator. Passed by the City Council, City of Bayport, Washington County, Minnesota, this 4th day of April
2022.
ATTEST:
_________________________________
Adam Bell, City Administrator

_________________________________
Susan St. Ores, Mayor

Employee
Personnel Policy

Department of Administration
294 3rd Street North
www.ci.bayport.mn.us
651.275.4404

CITY OF BAYPORT

_____________________________________________________________
PERSONNEL POLICY TABLE OF CONTENTS
Note: Revisions made following the March 7 City Council workshop are indicated in bold red text for
additions and strikethrough for deletions.
DIVISION 1 INTRODUCTION
§ 1.01 PURPOSE
§ 1.02 SCOPE
§ 1.03 DEFINITIONS
DIVISION 2 EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION
§ 2.01 PURPOSE
§ 2.02 SCOPE
§ 2.03 RECRUITMENT
§ 2.04 SELECTION
§ 2.05 JOB DESCRIPTION
§ 2.06 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
DIVISION 3 EMPLOYEE WORK RULES AND CODE OF CONDUCT
§ 3.01 PURPOSE
§ 3.02 SCOPE
§ 3.03 GENERAL PRINCIPLES
§ 3.04 SAFETY
§ 3.05 CITY PROPERTY
§ 3.06 DRUGS/ALCOHOL/TOBACCO
§ 3.07 WEAPONS
§ 3.08 GENDER-SEGREGATED FACILITIES
§ 3.09 EMPLOYEE CONDUCT
§ 3.10 COMMUNICATION
§ 3.11 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
§ 3.12 FALSIFICATION OF RECORDS
DIVISION 4 EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION
§ 4.01 PURPOSE
§ 4.02 SCOPE
§ 4.03 PAY PLAN
§ 4.04 JOB CLASSIFICATIONS
§ 4.05 PAYROLL
§ 4.06 EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT
DIVISION 5 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
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§ 5.05 EDUCATION/PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
§ 5.06 LEAVES FROM WORK
DIVISION 6 EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE
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DIVISION 1

INTRODUCTION

§ 1.01 PURPOSE

It is the purpose of this article to establish a uniform and equitable system of personnel administration for
employees and representatives of the city, supplemented by adopted policies included within city personnel
manuals, employee handbook, and standard operating procedures. The provisions do not establish terms and
shall not be construed as contractual provisions. They are not intended to be all-inclusive or to encompass every
situation that may arise. This article may be amended at any time at the sole discretion of the city and will
supersede all previous personnel policies. Revisions and amendments shall become effective upon approval by
the City Council. Except as otherwise prohibited by law, the city has the right to terminate any employee at any
time for any or no reason. Employees may similarly terminate employment at any time for any reason.

§ 1.02 SCOPE

This article shall apply to all employees of the city. Provisions of this policy may also apply to the following
persons as specifically noted herein:
1. Elected officials
2. Members of the City Council, boards, commissions, and committees
3. Firefighters
4. Consultants and contractors
5. Library staff
6. Volunteers
If any provision of this article is in conflict with the terms, conditions, or provisions of a duly adopted union
collective bargaining agreement pertaining to employees who are members of a duly organized union
recognized by the city, the union agreement shall take precedence over the provisions of this article and prevail.
The union agreement shall not, however, affect the remaining provisions of this article. Union employees are
responsible for consulting their collective bargaining agreement for information regarding employment
conditions.
Nothing in this article is intended to modify or supersede any applicable provision of state or federal law.
Specific work rules, policies, and procedures deemed necessary by the supervisor and approved by the city
administrator for the achievement of department objectives will be provided to the employee upon employment
and such rules and enforcement will be explained to the employee by the immediate supervisor.

§ 1.03 DEFINITIONS

For purposes of these and other city policies, the following definitions will apply:
Authorized Hours
The number of hours an employee is hired to work. Actual hours worked during any given pay period may be
different than authorized hours, depending on workload demands or other factors, and upon approval of the city
administrator.
Benefits
Privileges granted to qualified employees in the form of insurance coverage, pension, insurance coverage,
education/professional development, and paid leave.
Benefit Earning Employee
A full-time employee eligible for all city-provided benefits or a part-time employee who is eligible for certain
city-provided benefits as defined herein.
Core Hours
Regular hours that employees (exempt and non-exempt) are expected to work, established by department.
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Demotion
The movement of an employee from one job class to another within the city, where the salary for the new
position is lower than that of the employee’s former position.
Direct Deposit
As permitted by state law, all city employees are required to participate in direct deposit for payroll.
Employee
An individual who has successfully completed all stages of the selection process, including the training period
and legally holds a position in city service.
Exempt Employee
An individual not covered by the overtime provisions of the federal or state Fair Labor Standards Act.
Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA)
FICA is the federal requirement that a certain amount be automatically withheld from employees’ earnings.
Full-Time Employee
An employee who has completed the designated probationary period and is required to work 35 or more hours
per week or the equivalent of 151 hours or more per month in a year-round, ongoing position. In accordance
with federal health care reform laws and regulations, the city shall offer health insurance benefits to eligible fulltime employees and their dependents. All full-time employees are eligible for authorized expense
reimbursement, benefits listed within DIVISION 5 – EMPLOYEE BENEFITS of this article, and separation pay
pursuant to DIVISION 7 – EMPLOYEE SEPARATION of this article.
Non-Exempt Employee
An employee covered by the federal or state Fair Labor Standards Act. Such employees are normally eligible for
overtime at 1.5 times their regular hourly wage for all hours worked over 40 in any given workweek. Nonexempt employees are not authorized to work remotely or work through lunch without prior approval from their
supervisor.
Outside Employment
Employment of any kind engaged in by a city employee for which compensation is received from a source other
than the city.
Part-Time Employee
An employee who works at least 20 hours, but less than 35 hours per week in a year-round, ongoing position,
which may be eliminated at the discretion of the appointing authority. Part-time employees may be entitled to
PERA benefits, provided the statutory eligibility requirements for PERA are met, authorized expense
reimbursement, certain benefits listed within DIVISION 5 – EMPLOYEE BENEFITS and separation pay listed
within DIVISION 7 – EMPLOYEE SEPARATION of this article.
Pay Period
A 14-day period beginning at 12:00 a.m. on Sunday through 11:59 p.m. on Saturday, 14 days later. All
employees shall be paid on a biweekly basis. Elected officials and firefighters department employees are paid
monthly.
Pay Plan
The assignment of job classes to a pay grade, identifying the minimum and maximum compensation for each
grade by a salary rate step schedule (Step 1-8).
Pay Rate
An employee's hourly, monthly, or annual wage.
Public Employees Retirement Association (PERA)
Statewide pension program in which all city employees meeting program requirements must participate in
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accordance with Minnesota law. The city and the employee each contribute to the employee’s PERA retirement
account.
Promotion
Movement of an employee from one job class to another within the city, where the salary for the new position is
higher than the salary of the employee’s former position.
Reclassification
Movement of a job from one classification to another because of a significant change in the position’s duties and
responsibilities.
Reinstatement
The reappointment of a former employee who resigned in good standing from city service.
Seasonal Employee
An individual hired for only part of the year (180 days or less) to conduct seasonal work. Seasonal employees
may be assigned to work a full-time or part-time schedule. Seasonal employees do not earn benefits or service
credit. Seasonal employees may be entitled to PERA benefits, provided the statutory requirements for PERA
benefits are met, and are eligible for authorized expense reimbursement.
Separation
A complete separation of employment resulting from death, layoff, resignation, retirement, or termination of the
employee.
Service Credit
Time worked for the city, beginning on the first day worked.
Suspension
The temporary removal of an employee from their designated position without pay.
Temporary Employee
An individual hired for a temporary position. Temporary jobs might have a defined start and end date or may be
for the duration of a specific project. Temporary employees may be assigned to work a full-time or part-time
schedule. Temporary employees do not earn benefits or service credit.
Training/Probationary Period
An initial period at the start of employment with the city (or at the beginning of a promotion, reassignment, or
transfer) that is designated as a trial period for an employee to learn and demonstrate fitness for the position.
This period shall consist of 12 months, unless covered by a collective bargaining agreement stating a different
time frame. An employee may be disciplined at the sole discretion of the city administrator, up to and including
termination during this period. An employee so disciplined, including termination, will not have any grievance
rights. Time served in temporary, seasonal, volunteer, or interim positions are not considered part of the
probationary period.
Transfer
Movement of an employee from one city position to another position of equivalent pay.
Weapons
Weapons are defined to include all legal or illegal firearms, switchblade knives, or any other object that has been
modified to serve as a weapon or that has the primary purpose of serving as a weapon.
Workweek
A period of 7 consecutive 24-hour periods, beginning on Sunday through the following Saturday. With the
approval of the city administrator, departments may establish a different workweek based on coverage and
service delivery needs.
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DIVISION 2

EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION

§ 2.01 PURPOSE

The city is committed to providing equal opportunity in all areas of employment, including but not limited to
recruitment, selection, promotion, transfer, demotion, layoff, discipline, termination, compensation, and training.
The city will not discriminate against any employee or job applicant on the basis of race, color, creed, religion,
national origin, ancestry, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, disability, age, marital
status, genetic information, status with regard to public assistance, veteran status, familial status, or membership
on a local human rights commission or lawful participation in the Minnesota Medical Cannabis Patient Registry.

§ 2.02 SCOPE

The city administrator or designee will manage the hiring process for positions within the city. While the hiring
process may be coordinated by staff, the City Council is responsible for the final hiring decision and must
approve probationary full-time and part-time employees. All temporary and seasonal employees shall be
appointed by the city administrator. All hires will be made according to merit and fitness related to the available
position.

§ 2.03 RECRUITMENT

The city administrator or designee will determine if a vacancy will be filled through an open recruitment or by
promotion, transfer, or some other method. This determination will be made on a case-by-case basis. The
majority of position vacancies will be filled through an open recruitment process. The city administrator or
designee will determine appropriate methods to post and seek qualified applicants.
In addition to an application for employment, supplemental questionnaires may be required for certain positions.
To be considered for a position, a candidate must complete and submit the required application materials by the
posted application deadline. The application deadline may be extended at the city administrator’s discretion.
Position vacancies may be filled on an “acting” or “interim” basis, as needed and approved by the City Council.
Pay rate adjustments, if any, will be determined by the City Council.

§ 2.04 SELECTION

The selection process for hiring regular full-time and part-time employees will be a cooperative effort between
the city administrator or designee and appropriate supervisor, subject to final approval of the City Council. Any,
all, or none of the candidates may be evaluated for qualifications. The city has the right to make the final hiring
decision based on qualifications, abilities, experience, and need.
The process for hiring seasonal and temporary employees may be delegated to the appropriate supervisor,
subject to approval and appointment by the city administrator. Except where prohibited by law, any seasonal or
temporary employee may be terminated by the employee’s supervisor at any time, subject to approval by the
city administrator.

Qualification Evaluation

Applicant qualifications will be evaluated in one or more of the following ways, including training and
experience rating, written test, oral test or interview, performance or demonstrative test, physical agility
test, other appropriate job-related exam, or any combination thereof. Internal recruitments will be open
to any city employee who has successfully completed the initial training/probationary period, meets the
minimum qualifications for the vacant position, and currently is and for the past year has been in good
standing with the city. The city administrator will establish minimum qualifications for each position
with input from the appropriate supervisor. To be eligible to participate in the selection process, a
candidate must meet the minimum qualifications.

Background Check

All individuals who receive a conditional employment offer from the city will be subject to a
background check in order to confirm application information and assist in determining suitability for
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the position. Except where already defined by state law, the city administrator will determine the level
of background check to be conducted based on the position being filled.

Pre-Employment Examination

Any individual selected for employment may be subject to completing a pre-employment drug screen
and may be subject to a medical examination and/or psychological evaluation to determine fitness to
perform the essential functions of any city position. A mandatory psychological evaluation will be
required for any individual selected for employment by the police department. An offer of employment
is contingent upon successful completion of the drug screen and any other required exam. Information
obtained from the screen or exam will be treated as confidential medical records.
Drug screen and medical/psychological exams will be conducted by a licensed physician designated by
the city. All expenses incurred for exams shall be borne by the city. The physician will notify the city
administrator or designee whether the individual is medically able to perform the essential functions of
the job, with or without accommodations, and whether the individual passed a drug test, if applicable. If
the individual requires accommodation to perform one or more of the essential functions of the job, the
city administrator or designee will confer with the physician and individual regarding reasonable and
acceptable accommodations. If rejected for employment based on the results of the medical exam, a
notification of this determination will be provided to the individual.

Training/Probationary Period

A 12 month training/probationary period is regarded as an integral part of the selection process for the
purpose of closely observing the employee’s work and for training the employee in work expectations.
A 12 month training/probationary period is required for new hires, transfers, promotions, and rehires for
all full-time and part-time positions. Time served in temporary, seasonal, volunteer, or interim positions
are not considered part of the probationary period.
At any time during the training/probationary period, an employee may be disciplined, transferred, or
terminated for unsatisfactory performance by the city administrator. An employee so disciplined,
including termination, will not have any grievance rights. An extension of the initial 12 month
training/probationary period may be granted by the city administrator if an employee performance is
found to be marginal during the initial period, to permit the employee to further develop satisfactory job
performance.
Supervisors shall evaluate the performance and record of a probationary employee 6 weeks prior to
completion of the period. Upon determination of satisfactory performance, the city administrator may
designate the employee to a regular position.
If an emergency arises during an employee’s probationary period which requires a leave of absence,
such time off, if granted, will not be considered as time worked, and the training/probationary period
will be extended by the length of time taken.

§ 2.05 JOB DESCRIPTION

A job description shall be prepared and maintained for each position of employment. Each job description shall
include a position title, department, supervisor title, FLSA status (exempt or non-exempt), primary objective of
the position, essential functions of the position, minimum requirements, desirable training and experience,
supervisory responsibilities (if any), and extent of supervisory direction or guidance provided to position. A job
description may also describe the benefits offered and potential career path opportunities as a means to entice a
qualified pool of applicants. Good attendance and compliance with work rules and policies are essential
functions of all city positions.
Prior to posting a vacant position, the existing job description shall be reviewed by the city administrator or
designee and the hiring supervisor to ensure it is an accurate reflection of the position and the stated job
qualifications do not present artificial barriers to employment. Any revisions to a job description must be
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approved by the city administrator. Job descriptions for new positions will be developed as needed, prior to the
position being filled. A current job description shall be provided to an individual upon employment.

Work Assignment/Schedule

Assignment of work duties and scheduling work is the responsibility of an employee’s supervisor,
subject to the approval of the city administrator. Supervisors may require their employees to work
overtime in situations where it is required in order to ensure the orderly and efficient operation of the
government. Supervisors may adjust an employee's daily work schedule to accommodate certain
workload conditions.
City facilities will generally be open during adverse weather. Due to individual circumstances, each
employee will have to evaluate the weather and road conditions in deciding to report to work (or leave
early), subject to approval by the employee’s supervisor. Employees not reporting to work for reasons
of personal safety will be allowed to use accrued vacation time or compensatory time, or, with
supervisor approval, may modify the work schedule or make other reasonable schedule adjustments.
Sworn police officers, public works maintenance employees, and customer service-oriented employees
(i.e., those employees whose job descriptions require regular interaction with customers and residents)
will generally be required to report to work regardless of conditions. Decisions to cancel city programs
(special events, recreation activities, etc.) or close city facilities will be subject to approval by the city
administrator.

Hours

Employee work schedules and opportunities to work remotely will be established by the employee’s
supervisor with the approval of the city administrator. All shifts for seasonal and temporary positions,
including traded or added shifts, must be pre-approved by a supervisor. Working a shift without prior
approval may result in discipline, up to and including termination of employment. Departments may
establish core work hours for employees (exempt and non-exempt), to ensure availability and
accountability to the public and co-workers unless away from the work site for a work-related activity or
on approved leave.

Meal Breaks/Rest Periods

A paid 15 minute break is allowed within each 4 consecutive hours of work. An unpaid 30 minute lunch
period is provided when an employee works 8 or more consecutive hours. Employees are expected to
use these breaks as intended and will not be permitted to adjust work start time, end time, or lunch time
by saving these breaks. Departments with unique job or coverage requirements may have additional
rules, issued by the supervisor and subject to approval of the city administrator, on the use of meal
breaks and rest periods.

§ 2.06 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

An objective performance review system shall be established by the city administrator or designee for the
purpose of periodically evaluating the performance of city employees. The quality of an employee’s past
performance will be considered in personnel decisions such as promotions, transfers, demotions, terminations
and, where applicable, salary adjustments. Performance reviews for all full-time and part-time employees are to
be scheduled and completed by the supervisor on an annual basis, or if deemed necessary on a more frequent
basis. An employee’s salary increase may be withheld or the salary may be decreased due to performance
deficiencies identified as part of the employee’s performance evaluation.
A condition of employment is the ability to perform the duties of the position satisfactorily. Every employee
shall demonstrate physical, mental, and emotional fitness to perform the essential functions of the job. For
certain positions, the city may require an annual physical or psychological examination to ensure the employee
remains capable of physically and mentally performing all job functions. All expenses incurred for any such
exams shall be borne by the city.
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DIVISION 3

EMPLOYEE WORK RULES AND CODE OF CONDUCT

§ 3.01 PURPOSE

The city is committed to providing the highest quality and best value services. The willingness and
responsibility of employees and other city representatives to build a work environment based on elements of
honesty, trust, support, and integrity demonstrates this commitment to service, to promote and achieve public
trust.

§ 3.02 SCOPE

In addition to this Division being applicable to employees, it also applies to any other city representative,
including elected and appointed officials and volunteers, together referred to as “representatives”.
Therefore, for the purposes of this Division only, the term “employee” shall include any such
representatives.
In accepting city employment, employees become representatives of the city and are Employees are responsible
for exhibiting conduct that is ethical, courteous, professional, and responsive, to city residents and other
employees. Employees must adhere to this article and established policies, rules, procedures, and job
requirements at all times. Employees shall not use their official position for personal gain, engage in any
business or transaction or have a financial interest, direct or indirect, which is in conflict with the proper
performance of their official duties. The failure of an employee to comply with any provision of this division
may result in discipline, up to and including termination.

§ 3.03 GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The following principles are centered on the importance of public service, professionalism, and trust, and
shall be adhered to, to assure the expectation of quality outcomes and productive work environment:
-

Exemplify and maintain the highest standards of behavior.

-

Foster an atmosphere of collegiality, apply a team approach at work, helping others when needed,
recognizing others for a job well done, and be open to doing things in a different way.

-

Demonstrate respect by welcoming the ideas of others, encouraging the use and development of skills, and
being truthful in all communications.

-

Exhibit professionalism by refraining from negative, rude, or disparaging comments about the city, its
officials and staff, residents and customers while in the workplace or on social media.

-

Reinforce values and ensure the elements of a great work environment are maintained through open
communication, idea sharing, and participation.

-

Demonstrate consistency by accepting responsibility and upholding commitments.

-

Show integrity by assuming accountability for actions and responsibility for mistakes, and taking
appropriate action to correct fault.

-

Communicate honestly and thoughtfully, respecting the organization’s chain of command; refrain from
engaging the public, City Council, or staff in matters of sensitive or confidential information unless such
exchanging of information is necessary to carry out job duties.

§ 3.04 SAFETY

The health and safety of each employee of the city and the prevention of occupational injuries and illnesses are
of primary importance to the city. To the greatest degree possible, the city will maintain an environment free
from unnecessary hazards. The city has established safety policies and procedures for each department, which
are found in applicable city safety manuals. Adherence to these policies is the responsibility of each employee.
Overall administration of the city’s safety policies is the responsibility of each supervisor.
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Where safety equipment is required by federal, state, or local rules and regulations, it is a condition of
employment that such equipment be worn by the employee. Both Minnesota workers’ compensation laws and
the state and federal Occupational Safety and Health Acts require that all on the job injuries and illnesses be
reported as soon as possible by the employee, or on behalf of the injured or ill employee, to his/her supervisor.
The employee’s immediate supervisor is required to complete a First Report of Injury and any other forms that
may be necessary related to an injury or illness on the job. Supervisors are authorized to immediately dismiss an
employee from a shift when the employee’s behavior violates the city’s personnel policies, department policies,
or creates a potential health or safety issue for the employee or others. The failure of an employee to observe the
city’s safety policies is cause for discipline.

§ 3.05 CITY PROPERTY

Employees with authorized possession of keys, tools, phones, pagers, computers, credit cards, or other cityowned equipment are responsible for the safekeeping and care of all such equipment. All such equipment must
be turned in and accounted for by any employee leaving employment with the city in order to separate from
employment in good standing. The failure of an employee to comply with the city’s use of city property and
resources policies articulated herein is cause for discipline, up to and including termination.

Technology Resources

Employees are responsible for protecting the security and integrity of the city’s electronic
communication and information systems through appropriate and safe use of technology resources.
Computers and related equipment or devices used by employees are the property of the city. Use of city
equipment by individuals other than a city employee is strictly prohibited.
In general, the city will provide hardware and software required for an employee to perform job duties.
Employees shall not connect personal peripheral tools or equipment (printers, digital cameras, disks,
USB drives, or flash cards) to city systems. Requests for new or different equipment should be made to
a supervisor. Employees are responsible for the proper care and security of city equipment.
Reasonable, incidental personal use of city equipment, technology, and software (word processing,
spreadsheets, email, internet, etc.) is allowed, but should never preempt or interfere with work, be used
inappropriately, or be used for personal business interests, for-profit ventures, political activities, or
other uses deemed to be inconsistent with city activities. The city reserves the right to inspect, without
notice, all data, emails, files, settings, or any other aspect of a city computer or related system, including
personal information created or maintained by an employee. The city may, without notice, remove any
personal files, unauthorized programs, software, media, equipment, downloads, or other resources found
on the network, computers, or other devices. Employees have no expectation of privacy in information
transmitted, saved, downloaded, created, or viewed on a city computer or network.
All electronic files must be stored on identified network drives and folder locations. The city does not
support files stored on a local computer hard drive, and holds no responsibility for recovery of lost files.
City electronic files created by an employee on a personal device must be transferred to and stored in
designated locations on the city’s network.
Emails may be considered public data for both e-discovery and information requests and may not be
protected by privacy laws. Transmittal of correspondence on confidential, legal, personnel, or medical
matters by email or other information that is not appropriate for consumption by the general public or
media is prohibited. Employees may use personal devices to read or compose email or other city data,
but acknowledge these devices could be searched during an e-discovery or a court-ordered scenario.

Phones

Personal calls and text messages during the workday are to be conducted only when necessary (e.g.,
family or medical emergency), unless on a rest period or meal break. They are not to interfere with city
work and are to be completed as quickly as possible. Any personal long-distance call costs will be paid
for by the employee.
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City-issued cellular phones are intended for the use of an employee in the conduct of work for the city.
Supervisors are responsible for phones assigned to employees and will exercise discretion in their use.
Nothing will limit supervisor discretion to allow reasonable and prudent personal use of such phones or
equipment provided that use in no way limits the conduct of work of the employee or other employees
and no personal profit is gained, or outside employment is served.
Employees are expected to follow applicable local, state, and federal laws and regulations regarding the
use of cellular phones at all times. Employees whose positions include regular or occasional driving
must refrain from reading/sending text messages, emailing, video calling, scrolling/typing, accessing a
webpage, or using non-navigation applications while driving. Regardless of the circumstances and in
accordance with Minnesota law, employees are required to use hands-free operations or stop the vehicle
before placing or accepting a call. Hands-free equipment will be provided with city-issued phones to
facilitate the provisions of this policy. Employees charged with traffic violations resulting from the use
of a phone while driving will be solely responsible for all liabilities that result from such actions.
Employees who abuse or misuse a phone may be subject to disciplinary action.
Employees will not be reimbursed for business-related calls without prior authorization from a
supervisor. Supervisors may also prohibit employees from possessing a personal cell phone during
working hours if it interferes with the performance of job duties.
Information and data stored on a city-issued cell phone or a personal cell phone or device used for city
related business is subject to the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act and may be public data. The
city reserves the right to inspect, without notice, all data, emails, text messages, files, settings, or any
other aspect of a city-issued cell phone or related system, including personal information created or
maintained by an employee. The city may, without notice, remove any personal files, unauthorized
programs, software, media, equipment, downloads, or other resources found on a city-issued cell phone.
Employees have no expectation of privacy in information transmitted, saved, created, downloaded, or
viewed on a city-issued cell phone.

Vehicles

The city expects all employees to drive safely and legally while on duty or conducting city business and
to maintain a good driving record. This policy applies to employees driving a vehicle on city business,
whether driving a city-owned vehicle or their own personal vehicle. The city will examine employee
driving records annually to determine compliance. Employees with a restricted or revoked driver’s
license are required to notify an immediate supervisor on the first work day after any temporary,
pending, or permanent action is taken on their license and to keep the supervisor informed of any
changes thereafter. The city will determine appropriate action on a case-by-case basis.

Credit Cards

The city has adopted a credit card use policy. Any employee issued a city credit card must acknowledge
their review and receipt of the city’s credit card policy and comply with its terms in making purchases.
Employees may be authorized to use a city issued credit card to make purchases on behalf of the
city or for city related business. Employees are responsible for retaining and remitting invoices
and receipts for all purchases made by credit. A city issued credit card shall not be used for cash
advancement or personal use and be protected from theft or unauthorized use at all times. If a
city issued credit card is lost or stolen, the city administrator shall be notified immediately. Any
city issued credit card(s) must be returned by an employee upon leaving employment. Failure to
observe the city’s credit card policy may result in discipline up to and including termination.

§ 3.06 DRUGS/ALCOHOL/TOBACCO

It is the city’s intent and obligation to provide a drug-free, safe and secure work environment. In accordance
with federal law, employees are required to report to work in appropriate mental and physical condition. The
unlawful manufacture, distribution, possession, or use of a controlled substance on city property or while
conducting city business is absolutely prohibited. Employees must report any conviction under a criminal drug
statute for violations occurring on or off work premises while conducting city business. A report of the
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conviction must be made within 5 days after the conviction as required by the Drug-Free Workplace Act of
1988. Violations of this policy will result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination, and may have
legal consequences.
The city observes and supports the Minnesota Clean Indoor Air Act. All city buildings and vehicles shall be
designated as tobacco free, meaning that use in any form is prohibited. Eligible employees by law are allowed to
use tobacco while on a relief period or meal break only in areas designated for that purpose.

§ 3.07 WEAPONS

Possession or use of a dangerous weapon is prohibited on city property, in a city vehicle or personal vehicle,
which is being used for city business. This includes employees with valid permits to carry firearms. Exceptions
to the dangerous weapons prohibition include employees with a valid permit legally in possession of a firearm
that is secured in an attended personal vehicle or concealed from view in a locked unattended personal vehicle
while employee is on city duty, employees requiring possession of a weapon/firearm for city duty, or individuals
showing or transferring a weapon/firearm to police as part of an investigation.

§ 3.08 GENDER-SEGREGATED FACILITIES

With respect to all restrooms, locker rooms or changing facilities, employees will have access to facilities that
correspond to their affirmed gender identity, regardless of their sex at birth. The city maintains separate
restroom and/or changing facilities for male and female employees and allows employees to access them based
on their gender identity.
In any gender‐segregated facility, any employee who is uncomfortable using a shared facility, regardless of the
reason, will, upon the employee’s request, be provided with an appropriate alternative. This may include, for
example, addition of a privacy partition or curtain, provision to use a nearby private restroom or office, or a
separate changing schedule. However, the city will not require a transgender or gender diverse employee to use
a separate, nonintegrated space, unless requested by the transgender or gender diverse employee, because it may
publicly identify or marginalize the employee as transgender. Under no circumstances may employees be
required to use sex‐segregated facilities that are inconsistent with their gender identity.

§ 3.09 EMPLOYEE CONDUCT

The provisions of this section apply to all city employees, city elected and appointed officials, firefighters, and
library staff.

Attendance/Absence

The operations and standards of service for the city require that employees be at work unless valid
reasons warrant absence, or an employee has a position that has been approved to work remotely.
Employees who are going to be absent from work are required to notify their supervisor as soon as
possible in advance of the absence. In the event of an unexpected absence, employees should notify
their supervisor prior to the start time of the normal work day. The city may waive this requirement if
extenuating circumstances warrant.

Appearance

Employees are expected to dress appropriate to the nature of their position and present a positive,
professional image to the public in their appearance. Employees in certain departments must wear
uniforms or dress suitably to perform job specific duties in varying conditions. Clothing, jewelry, or
other items that could present a safety hazard are not acceptable in the workplace. At the discretion of
management, employees reporting to work dressed in inappropriate attire may be asked to change
clothing. Employees may dress in accordance with their gender identity, within the constraints of the
dress codes adopted by the city. The city shall not enforce the city’s dress code more strictly against
transgender and gender diverse employees than other employees.

Disrespectful Behavior

The following behaviors are unacceptable and therefore prohibited, even if not unlawful in and of
themselves. Although the standard for how employees treat each other and the general public will be the
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same throughout the city, there may be differences between work groups about what is appropriate in
other circumstances unique to a work group. If an employee is unsure whether a particular behavior is
appropriate, the employee should request clarification from their supervisor or the city administrator.
Violations of this policy may result in discipline, including termination.
-

Violent behavior: including the use of physical force, threats, bullying, harassment, or intimidation.

-

Discriminatory behavior: including intentional, inappropriate or unwelcome remarks or conduct
related to a person’s race, color, creed, religion, national origin, disability, sex, pregnancy, genderbiased statements, such as stereotypes about women or men, marital status, age, sexual orientation,
gender identity, or gender expression, familial status, or status with regard to public assistance.

-

Offensive behavior: including such actions as rudeness, angry outbursts, inappropriate humor,
vulgar obscenities, name calling, disparaging language, or any other behavior regarded as offensive
to a reasonable person based upon violent or discriminatory behavior as listed above. It is not
possible to anticipate in this policy every example of offensive behavior. Accordingly, employees
are encouraged to discuss with their fellow employees and supervisor what is regarded as offensive,
taking into account the sensibilities of employees and the possibility of public reaction.

-

Sexual harassment: including intentional verbal, physical, written, or visual conduct that is
unwelcome, intimidating, or offensive, directed from one individual toward another individual,
involving sexual overtones, advances, or demands for favors. Such conduct is a violation of Title
VII. of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Minnesota Human Rights Act, and other related
employment laws. In keeping with this commitment, the city maintains a strict policy prohibiting
sexual harassment.

If an employee witnesses or encounters disrespectful behavior, it should be reported to a supervisor or
the city administrator. If an employee is subject to verbal abuse by a customer or member of the public,
there is a concern about the possibility of violence, or an employee feels threatened, discretion shall be
used to call 911. In the case of sexual harassment or discriminatory behavior, a supervisor must report
the allegations promptly to the city administrator, to determine whether an investigation is warranted.
When a supervisor is perceived to be the cause of disrespectful behavior, a report shall be made to the
city administrator to address the matter and determine appropriate discipline. If the city administrator is
perceived to be the cause of disrespectful behavior, a report shall be made to the city attorney to confer
with the City Council on appropriate investigation and action. If a member of the City Council or other
city board or commission is perceived to be the cause of disrespectful behavior involving city personnel,
a report shall be made to the city administrator to confer with the city attorney on investigation and
action. Pending completion of an investigation, the city administrator may use discretion to take
appropriate action to protect the alleged victim, other employees, or citizens.
An individual that witnesses or reports disrespectful behavior will not be guaranteed anonymity from
the alleged offender. If disciplinary action results from an investigation, such action will become a part
of the employee personnel file. An individual that witnesses or reports disrespectful behavior,
participates in an investigation, or takes any other actions protected under federal or state employment
discrimination laws will not be subject to retaliation. Retaliation includes, but is not limited to, any form
of discrimination, intimidation, reprisal, or harassment.

§ 3.10 COMMUNICATION

City representatives share in the responsibility of earning and preserving the public’s trust and assuring that city
functions will be carried out faithfully and impartially and without regard to age, race, sex/gender, religion,
national origin, disability, sexual orientation, marital status, familial status, veteran status, or other protected
categories. Employees are expected to be professional, fair, courteous, and respectful to supervisors, co-workers,
citizens, customers, and other persons associated with the city in all communications, which includes any verbal
and/or written correspondence and forms of social media.
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Employees shall not share any private, non-public, or confidential information accessible as a result of city
employment with the public. City resources, working time, or official city positions shall not be used for
personal profit or business interests, or to participate in personal political activity. Personal communications
made on a matter of public concern must not disrupt the efficiency of the city’s operation, have a negative
impact on morale, or undermine any city department’s ability to effectively serve the public. Conduct viewed as
malicious, obscene, threatening or intimidating, disparaging, or constituted as harassment or bullying will not be
tolerated.

Data Practices Advisory

Employee records are maintained in a location designated by the city administrator. Personnel data is
retained in personnel files, finance files, and benefit/medical files. Information is used to administer
employee salary and benefit programs, process payroll, complete state and federal reports, document
employee performance, etc. Employees have the right to know what data is retained, where it is kept,
and how it is used. All employee data will be received, retained, and disseminated according to the
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act.

Data/Media Requests

All city employees have a responsibility to help communicate accurate and timely information to the
public in a professional manner. Requests for private data or information outside of the scope of an
individual’s job duties should be routed to the designated responsible authority for the city under the
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act. Any employee who identifies a mistake in reporting should
bring the error to the city administrator or other appropriate staff. Regardless of whether the
communication is in the employee’s official city role or in a personal capacity, employees must comply
with all laws related to trademark, copyright, software use, etc.
Except for routine events and basic information readily available to the public, all requests for
interviews or information from the media are to be routed through the city administrator. No city
employee is authorized to speak on behalf of the city without prior authorization from the city
administrator. Media requests include anything intended to be published or viewable to others in some
form such as television, radio, newspapers, newsletters, social media postings, and websites. All news
releases concerning city personnel will be the responsibility of the city administrator.

Social Media

Personal communications through social media (Facebook, Twitter, blogs, YouTube, etc.), publications,
and endorsements shall not contain private or confidential information known to the employee as a
result of city employment, disrupt the efficiency of city operations, negatively affect morale, or be
affiliated with city itself. Statements, photographs, video, or audio initiated by an employee, or not
initiated but shared/republished by an employee that may be viewed as any type of disrespectful
behavior will not be tolerated. The city may act on or impose discipline on any personal communication
which violates this policy.

§ 3.11 CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Employees shall not engage in any employment, activity or enterprise which is inconsistent, incompatible or in
conflict with their duties as a city employee, or with the duties, functions and responsibilities for the department
by which employed. Use of public resources by city employees for personal gain and/or private use including,
but not limited to, outside employment or political campaign purposes, is prohibited and subject to disciplinary
action which may include termination and/or criminal prosecution, depending on the circumstances. Incidental
personal use of city resources may be permitted with the consent of the supervisor.
The following activities shall be considered inconsistent, incompatible or in conflict with city employment:
-

Any employment, activity or enterprise which involves the use for private gain or advantage of the
city's time, facilities, equipment or supplies, prestige, or influence of a city office or employment.
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-

Involves the receipt or acceptance by the employee, of any money or other consideration from
anyone other than the city, for the performance of an act which the employee would be required
or expected to render in the regular course of city employment.

-

Involves the performance of an act in a capacity other than as a city employee which may later
be subject, directly or indirectly, to the control, inspection, review, audit, or enforcement by
such employee or the department by which employed.

-

Involves so much of the employee's time that it impairs attendance or efficiency in the
performance of duties as a city employee.

-

Involves an action or decision which could be a perceived or actual conflict of interest or could
result in a personal benefit for the employee or a family member.

Outside Employment

The potential for conflicts of interest is lessened when individuals regard the city as their primary
employment responsibility. All outside employment is to be reported to the employee’s supervisor. If a
potential conflict exists based on this policy or any other consideration, the supervisor will consult with
the city administrator. Any city employee accepting employment in an outside position that is
determined by the city administrator to be in conflict with the employee’s city job will be required to
resign from the outside employment or may be subject to discipline up to and including termination.
For the purpose of this policy, outside employment refers to any non-city employment or independent
contracting work for which an employee receives compensation, except for compensation received in
conjunction with military service, holding a political office, or an appointment to a government board or
commission that is compatible with city employment. City employees may not engage in outside
employment which might hinder their objective and impartial performance of their public duties or
create either the appearance of or the potential for a conflict with the development, administration, or
implementation of policies, programs, services or any other operational aspect of the city.

Political Activity

No city employee shall directly or indirectly, during hours of employment, solicit or receive funds for
political purposes. Any political activity in the workplace must be pre-approved by the city to avoid any
conflict of interest or perception of bias such as using authority or political influence to compel another
employee to apply for or become a member in a political organization. Employees are free to engage in
political activity of choice, provided it does not conflict with city employment.

§ 3.12 FALSIFICATION OF RECORDS

Any employee who makes false statements or commits, or attempts to commit fraud in an effort to prevent the
impartial application of the personnel policies, will be subject to immediate disciplinary action up to and
including termination and potential criminal prosecution. An employee of the city who, in good faith, reports an
activity considered to be illegal or dishonest to one or more of the parties may have whistleblower protections.
Examples of illegal or dishonest activities include violations of federal, state, or local laws, billing for services
not performed or for goods not delivered, and other fraudulent financial reporting.
If an employee has knowledge of or concern about possibly illegal or dishonest fraudulent activity, the
employee is to contact an immediate supervisor or the city administrator. The city administrator shall be
responsible for investigating the activity or for determining fault or corrective measures. The employee must
exercise sound judgment to avoid baseless allegations. An employee who intentionally files a false report of
wrongdoing may be subject to discipline up to and including termination.
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DIVISION 4

EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION

§ 4.01 PURPOSE

The city is committed to providing competitive, equitable compensation to recruit and retain qualified
employees, maintain morale/satisfaction, encourage and reward peak performance, demonstrate commitment,
and motivate the delivery of high-quality service and operation of city government.

§ 4.02 SCOPE

Full-time and part-time employee positions are assigned a job classification, based on duties and responsibilities.
Each job classification is categorized within a compensation pay plan, which establishes the minimum and
maximum wage or salary compensation. All employees are eligible for authorized expense reimbursement.

§ 4.03 PAY PLAN

The city administrator shall establish and maintain a compensation pay plan for full-time and part-time
employees of the city, as adopted by the City Council. Compensation for seasonal and temporary employees
shall be established by the city administrator at the time of hire, or on an annual basis. Compensation for city
elected officials and firefighters is not included in the pay plan.
The pay plan shall consist of the assignment of job classes to a pay grade and identify the minimum and
maximum compensation for each grade by a salary rate step schedule (Step 1-8). The step schedule shall define
the annual progression through the pay grade on an annual basis and any annual cost of living adjustment
(COLA) increase approved by the City Council.
The pay plan may be amended by the City Council upon recommendation by the city administrator to maintain
equitable relationships amongst job classes as defined within the pay plan, based on duties and responsibilities,
consistency with other labor markets for comparable work under similar conditions, and current recruitment and
retention experience. Unless approved by the City Council, employees will not receive any pay beyond the
authorized compensation pursuant to the pay plan for an appointed position, with the exception of authorized
expense reimbursement.

Adjustments to Compensation/Salary Rate

The beginning salary rate for a full-time or part-time employee shall typically be the minimum indicated
by the salary rate step schedule (Step 1) established by the job class/pay grade. The city administrator
may authorize a rate above the minimum to recruit or attract an individual with superior qualifications,
correct salary inequities, or acknowledge credit for prior service.
After successful completion of the training/probationary period and 1 year of service, an employee shall
be eligible for advancement within the designated pay grade to the next salary rate step, as specified by
the compensation pay plan, subject to acceptable performance. An employee shall be eligible for
subsequent annual advancement on start of employment date or upon completion of required qualifying
service related to a promotion, reassignment, or transfer.

Wage Disclosure

Under the Minnesota Wage Disclosure Protection Law, employees have the right to tell any person the
amount of their own wages. While the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act (Minn. Stat. §13.43)
specifically lists an employee’s actual gross salary and salary range as public personnel data, state law
also requires wage disclosure protection rights and remedies to be included in employer personnel
handbooks. To that end, and in accordance with Minn. Stat. §181.172, employers may not:
-

Require nondisclosure by an employee of his/her/their wages as a condition of employment.

-

Require an employee to sign a waiver or other document which purports to deny an employee the
right to disclose the employee’s wages.
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-

Take any adverse employment action against an employee for disclosing the employee’s own wages
or discussing another employee’s wages which have been disclosed voluntarily.

-

Retaliate against an employee for asserting rights or remedies under Minn. Stat. §181.172, subd. 3.

The city cannot retaliate against an employee for disclosing his/her/their own wages. An employee’s
remedies under the Wage Disclosure Protection Law are to bring a civil action against the city and/or
file a complaint with the Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry.

§ 4.04 JOB CLASSIFICATIONS

The city administrator shall establish and maintain a job classification for each full-time and part-time position.
These job classifications are defined on the pay plan according to the type of work and duties assigned to the
class.

Exempt Employee

Employees classified as exempt are not covered by the overtime eligibility provisions of the federal or
state Fair Labor Standards Act. Exempt employees are expected to work the hours necessary to meet the
performance expectations of the position, which is typically 40 hours per week, and reflected by the
salary rate designated by compensation pay plan. As a condition of continued employment, employees
may be required to work in excess of 40 hours per week, as requested by a supervisor. Refusal by the
employee may result in disciplinary action. To compensate for this time, employees are eligible to
accrue compensatory time.
For budgetary reasons or based on the needs of the organization, the city administrator may determine
that less than 40 hours per week is adequate to fulfill the requirements of a position. In this case, a
voluntary or involuntary unpaid leave program may be implemented, whereby the salary rate shall be
converted to an hourly rate of pay for applicable pay period(s), provided the employees maintains a
work schedule of at least 35 hours per week or the equivalent of 151 hours per month year-round.

Non-Exempt Employee

All employees that are not considered exempt shall be classified as non-exempt and covered by the
overtime eligibility provisions of the federal or state Fair Labor Standards Act. Non-exempt employees
are expected to work the hours necessary to meet the performance expectations of the position, which is
typically 40 hours per week, and reflected by the salary rate designated by compensation pay plan. As a
condition of continued employment, employees may be required to work in excess of 40 hours per
week, as requested by a supervisor. Refusal by the employee may result in disciplinary action.
Non-exempt employees shall be compensated for work in excess of 40 hours per week in the form of
overtime or compensatory time. Vacation, sick, or holiday leave do not count toward hours worked to
be eligible for overtime or compensatory time. Supervisors shall make reasonable efforts to balance the
personal needs of employees when assigning additional hours of work. The employee’s supervisor must
approve additional work hours in advance. An employee who works additional hours without prior
approval may be subject to disciplinary action.

§ 4.05 PAYROLL
Direct Deposit/Deductions

As provided for in state law, all employees are required to participate in direct deposit for payroll.
Employees are responsible for notifying the city administrator of any changes in contact information or
status. If any improper payment or other type of payroll error occurs, the city and employee shall
coordinate to reconcile the error. Deductions will be made from payroll for Minnesota State and
Federal income taxes, FICA taxes, and PERA contributions. An employee may authorize deductions
from payroll for employee group insurance, employee organization dues and fees, additional
withholdings, deferred compensation plan, and any other deductions that may be available and elected
by the employee.
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Time Reporting

All employees are expected to work the number of hours per week as established for their position. In
addition to hours worked, leave, compensatory, and overtime shall be indicated on the designated
timesheet by the employee and submitted to the department head for approval on a bi-weekly basis for
payroll. Time reporting shall be indicated in ¼ hour increments.

Compensatory Time

To compensate for additional work hours, employees are eligible to accrue compensatory time based on
the designation of a position as exempt or non-exempt by the city administrator. Compensatory time
accrual shall be indicated by the employee when reporting work hours for payroll in units of ¼ hour or
more and the balance shall be maintained by the city administrator or designee.
Compensatory time shall not be accumulated on a daily basis and total accrual may not exceed 40 hours,
unless pre-approved by the city administrator for extenuating circumstances. Compensatory time off
must be pre-approved by the supervisor and employee requests shall be made in a conscientious manner,
so as not to interfere with duties of the position or interfere or conflict with the workload or schedules of
other employees. Compensatory time is intended to be used in the manner it was accrued, with a
maximum usage of up to 1 day per work week.
Employees designated as exempt are eligible to accrue compensatory time in units of 1 hour for 1 hour
worked in excess of the designated weekly work schedule of 40 hours. Exempt employees are not
eligible to receive pay for accrued compensatory time. Employees designated as non-exempt are eligible
to accrue compensatory time in lieu of overtime compensation in units of 1.5 hours for 1 hour worked in
excess of the designated weekly work schedule of 40 hours, unless otherwise stated within an adopted
union agreement. Non-exempt employees will receive pay at their current hourly rate for accrued
compensatory time when the employee leaves city employment.

Overtime

Overtime compensation shall only apply to positions designated as non-exempt by the city
administrator. Overtime shall be paid to an employee in lieu of compensatory time in units of 1.5 times
the hourly rate of pay for hours worked in excess of 40 hours per week, unless otherwise stated within
an adopted union agreement. Exempt employees do not receive any overtime compensation for the
hours worked over 40 in one work week.

§ 4.06 EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT

If not paid in advance by the city, an employee shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred while conducting
business for the city, including off-site job-related meetings and educational training, classes, workshops,
and conferences. Reimbursement shall be for, but not limited to, registration, mileage, parking, meals,
lodging, travel tickets, and phone calls, and shall be approved by the department director and the city
administrator.
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DIVISION 5

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

§ 5.01 PURPOSE
The city is committed to providing competitive, equitable benefits to recruit and retain qualified employees,
promote health and wellness, enhance productivity, increase attendance, demonstrate value and investment,
maintain morale/satisfaction, and motivate the delivery of high-quality service and operation of city
government.

§ 5.02 SCOPE

The city provides benefits to eligible employees in addition to other compensation. Benefits included within this
division shall not supersede benefits negotiated and agreed to by an approved union contract/agreement.

§ 5.03 INSURANCE

The city contributes toward group health insurance benefits for employees that work an average of at least 35
hours per week or 151 hours per month on a pro-rated basis, as follows:
Medical
Dental

The city pays 100% employee premium and 90% of dependent premium
The city pays 100% employee premium

The city offers life and disability insurance benefits for each regular employee that works an average of at least
35 hours per week or 151 hours per month, as follows:
Life
Disability

The city offers $50,000 term life insurance or $50,000 accidental death insurance
The city pays 100% for short-term and long-term disability premiums

§ 5.04 PERA/RETIREMENT

The city participates in the Public Employees Retirement Association (PERA) to provide pension benefits for
eligible employees. Participation in PERA is mandatory for most employees and the city and employee
contribute to PERA each pay period as determined by state law. Employees that participate in the city sponsored
457(b) deferred compensation program are eligible to receive a monthly matching contribution from the city in
the amount of up to $25.00.

§ 5.05 EDUCATION/PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The city finds it in the best interest of its employees to upgrade skills and knowledge related to the employee’s
job through continued education and professional development. This may be in the form of special training,
workshops, meetings, attaining/maintaining certifications, or post-secondary education approved by the city
administrator. Related expenses may be paid in advance by the city or reimbursed to the employee following
completion. To be eligible, an employee must be in good standing and employed for at least 1 year, unless such
training or development is deemed immediate and essential for an employee to perform duties of the position.
Tuition reimbursement for post-secondary education by an individual employee is limited to $3,000 per year,
subject to approval by the City Council. Employees voluntarily leaving city employment within 1 year of
receiving paid tuition are required to reimburse the city for such expense.

Memberships/Dues

Memberships to various professional organizations must be directly related to the betterment of the
services of the city. Upon separation of employment, individual memberships shall remain with the city
and transferred to another employee, where applicable.

Training/Conferences

The city promotes staff development through training and conferences as an essential, ongoing function
needed to maintain and improve quality service to residents, to ensure that employees develop and
maintain the knowledge and skills necessary for effective job performance, and to provide employees
with an opportunity for job enrichment and mobility.
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The subject matter of the training session or conference shall be directly job-related and relevant to the
performance of the employee’s work responsibilities. Responsibilities outlined in the job description,
annual work program requirements and training goals and objectives that have been developed for the
employee will be considered in determining if the request is job-related. Courses taken by an employee
in order to maintain licensing or other professional accreditation will not be eligible for payment under
this policy unless the subject matter relates directly to the employee’s duties, even though the employee
may be required to maintain such licensing or accreditation as a condition of employment with the city.
The employee’s supervisor and the city administrator are responsible for determining job-relatedness
and approving or disapproving attendance.
The request for participation in a training session or conference must be submitted in writing to the
employee’s supervisor. All requests must include an estimate of the total cost (training session, travel,
meals, etc.) and a statement of how the education or training is related to the performance of the
employee’s work responsibilities with the city. Participation shall be subject to budget and staffing
availability.
Time spent traveling to and from, as well as time spent attending an approved training session or
conference, will be compensated as time on duty, in accordance with the federal Fair Labor Standards
Act. Travel and other related training expenses including registration fees, mileage, parking, lodging,
and meals (if not provided by training or conference) will be reimbursed, subject to the employee
providing necessary receipts and appropriate documentation. A per diem expense for meals shall be
limited to $50.00 per day, unless a larger amount is approved by the city administrator. A full
reimbursement, over the maximum defined, may be authorized if a lower cost meal is not available
when attending a banquet or meeting of a professional organization. Mileage for use of an employee’s
personal vehicle will be reimbursed at the mileage rate as established by the Internal Revenue Service.
In no case will city funds be used to pay for or reimburse expenses for events sponsored by or affiliated
with political parties or for family members.

§ 5.06 LEAVES FROM WORK

Employees are eligible for certain leaves of absence from work, as defined by this article and as required by
state or federal statute. Leave requests will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. Depending upon the
circumstances, multiple forms of leave may apply during the same time period. In such cases, an employee will
need to meet the requirements of each form of leave separately. Except as otherwise stated, all paid time off,
taken under any of the city’s leave programs, must be taken consecutively, with no intervening unpaid leave.

Holiday Leave

Full-time employees will receive pay for official holidays at their normal salary rate, provided they are
on paid status on the last scheduled day prior to the holiday and first scheduled day immediately after
the holiday. Any employee on an unpaid leave of absence from the city is not eligible for holiday pay.
Official holidays commence at the beginning of the first shift of the day on which the holiday is
observed and continue for 24 hours thereafter. When a holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday
will be the observed holiday and when a holiday falls on a Saturday, the preceding Friday will be the
observed holiday for city operations/facilities that are closed on holidays. Premium pay of 1.5 times the
regular hourly wage for employees required to work on a holiday will be for hours worked on the actual
holiday as opposed to the observed holiday.
The city has established official holidays to be observed by most employees and city facilities, as
follows:
New Year’s Day
Columbus Day
Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Veterans’ Day
Presidents’ Day
Thanksgiving Day
Memorial Day
Friday after Thanksgiving
Independence Day
Christmas Eve
Labor Day
Christmas Day
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The city administrator has discretion to alter when such holidays are observed based on hours of
operation for certain city departments and/or facilities, provided no employee receives in excess of 96
hours of paid holiday leave per calendar year. Employees desiring to observe holidays other than those
officially observed by the city may request either vacation leave or unpaid leave for such time off.
Should this article be in conflict with an adopted union agreement, the union agreement shall take
precedence and prevail.

Vacation Leave

Full-time employees will receive pay for authorized vacation leave at their normal salary rate, accrued
based on years of continuous employment. For purposes of calculating vacation accrual, an employee’s
years of continuous employment includes any period for which the employee was on approved unpaid
leave. Employees may not carry over from one calendar year to the next any more vacation than earned
in a calendar year. Employees using vacation leave shall be considered to be working for the purposes
of accumulating additional vacation.
Years of Service
0-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
16 years
17 years
18 years
19 years
20 years

Annual Accrual
80 hours
120 hours
160 hours
168 hours
176 hours
184 hours
192 hours
200 hours

Employees are eligible to use vacation leave after 6 months of employment, at their discretion, subject
to approval of a supervisor. Requests for use of vacation leave shall be submitted by the employee at
least 48 hours in advance, unless otherwise waived by the supervisor or city administrator. Use of
vacation time shall not exceed 10 consecutive business days, unless specifically approved by the city
administrator. Should this article be in conflict with an adopted union agreement, the union agreement
shall take precedence and prevail.

Sick Leave

Full-time employees will receive pay for authorized sick leave at their normal salary rate, accrued at a
rate of 8 hours per month, up to a maximum accrual of 800 hours. After 800 hours, an employee shall
accrue additional sick leave at 4 hours per month. Employees using sick leave shall be considered to be
working for the purposes of accumulating additional sick leave. Sick leave does not accrue during a
qualifying unpaid leave of absence.
Employees are eligible to use sick leave after 30 days of employment when they are unable to work for
personal or specified immediate family member medical reasons, including, but not limited to illness,
disability, pregnancy, medical care appointments, exposure to contagious disease, adoption, and funeral
attendance or for providing or receiving assistance for sexual assault, domestic abuse, or stalking.
Specified immediate family members include spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandparent, grandchild and
employee in-laws of these family members.
An employee shall notify their supervisor as soon as possible in advance of the sick leave absence. In
the event of an unexpected absence, an employee should notify their supervisor prior to the start time of
the normal work day, keep supervisor informed of condition if absence is more than 2 days in duration,
and provide a physician’s statement for absences exceeding 2 days if required by the city administrator.
A false claim of sick leave shall be cause for disciplinary action.
After accrued sick leave has been exhausted, vacation leave may be used upon approval of the city
administrator, to the extent the employee is entitled to such leave. Should this article be in conflict with
an adopted union agreement, the union agreement shall take precedence and prevail.
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Funeral Leave

Full-time employees will receive pay for authorized funeral leave at their normal salary rate, up to 3
working days upon the death of an immediate family member. Specified immediate family members
include spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandparent, grandchild and in-laws of these named family
members. This paid leave will not be deducted from the employee’s vacation or sick leave balance.

Jury Duty Leave

Employees will receive pay for required jury duty with compensation equal to the difference between
the normal salary rate and pay rate received as a juror. Employees are required to notify their supervisor
as soon as possible after receiving notice to report for jury duty. Time spent on jury duty will be
considered time on duty, but not be counted as time worked in computing overtime. Employees excused
or released from jury duty during regular working hours shall report to work as reasonably possible or
supplement with use of vacation or compensatory time. A report of time spent on jury duty and pay
form must be completed by the clerk of court and submitted by the employee for payroll.

Election/Voting Leave

Employees are eligible for unpaid leave to serve as an election judge pursuant to state law, provided that
the employee gives the city at least 20 days written notice. All employees eligible to vote at a state
general election, an election to fill a vacancy in the office of United States Senator or Representative, or
in a Presidential primary, are eligible for unpaid leave to vote on the election day. Employees are
required to work with a supervisor to schedule voting leave, so as not to disrupt unduly the operations of
the city.

School Conference Leave

Employees are eligible for unpaid leave for up to 16 hours during any 12 month period to attend school
conferences or classroom activities related to the employee’s child under the age of 20, provided the
conference or classroom activities cannot be scheduled during non-work hours. When the leave cannot
be scheduled during non-work hours, the employee shall provide prior notice of the leave and make a
reasonable effort to schedule the leave so as not to disrupt unduly the operations of the city.

Administrative Leave

Any employee may be placed on an administrative leave, pending the outcome of an internal or external
investigation. The leave may be paid or unpaid, depending on the circumstances, as determined by the
city administrator with the approval of the City Council.

Authorized Unpaid Leave

After 1 year of employment, employees may be eligible for unpaid leave for up to 12 weeks within any
rolling 12 month period, subject to authorization by the city administrator. Unpaid leave for greater
periods may be granted by the City Council, but in no case shall the leave exceed 1 year, unless
otherwise required by law. Upon granting of leave, the city maintains discretion in determining
what, if any minimum time increments will be required for use of leave. Employees are required to
use accrued sick, vacation, compensatory time, or other forms of available/qualifying leave to run
concurrently with a period of authorized unpaid leave, unless otherwise approved by the city
administrator. Failure by an employee to request an extension before expiration of unpaid leave shall
be a voluntary resignation.

Medical Condition / Work-related Injury Leave

Leave for the birth of a child, prenatal care, placement of a child for adoption is covered under
the city’s Pregnancy/Parental/Adoption Leave. Unpaid leave for a medical condition or workrelated injury is defined as follows:
- Providing care for a spouse, child, or parent with a serious health condition
- Due to employee’s own serious health condition prohibiting employee to perform
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essential job function (illness, injury, impairment, or physical or mental condition that
requires hospital care or treatment)
The initial 12 weeks of unpaid leave for a medical condition and/or work-related injury
will not be unreasonably withheld. During this leave, an employee participating in the city's
group insurance plan(s) will continue to receive coverage under the same conditions as if
continuously employed during the leave, for up to 12 weeks. Accrual of paid holiday, vacation,
and sick leave will be suspended during the period of unpaid leave. An employee shall have the
right to return to the original job or position of like status and pay, unless the position has been
discontinued or the employee would have been laid off if not on leave.

Discretionary Leave

Unpaid leave for purposes other than a medical condition or work-related injury will be at the
discretion and convenience of the city. Considerations in granting such leave shall include good
employee conduct, length of service, efficiency, general good of city service, and needs of the
city. During this leave, an employee participating in the city's group insurance plan(s) will
continue to receive coverage, but the employee will be responsible for the full cost of the
insurance premium while on leave. Accrual of paid holiday, vacation, and sick leave will be
suspended during the period of unpaid leave. Upon conclusion of such leave, the city will
attempt to return the employee to the same or equivalent position, but return is not
guaranteed unless indicated in writing and approved by the city administrator for leave
up to 12 weeks or the City Council for leave over 12 weeks at the time leave is granted.

Military Leave

Employees will receive pay for military leave ordered by proper authority to active or reserve military
service at their normal salary rate without loss of seniority status, efficiency rating, or benefits for the
time the employee is engaged in training or active service not exceeding a total of 15 days in any
calendar year. Such leave shall not be allowed unless the officer or employee:
-

Returns to the public position immediately on being relieved from such military service and not
later than the expiration of the time herein limited for such leave; or

-

Is prevented from so returning by physical or mental disability or other cause not due to the officer's
or employee's own fault; or

-

Is required by proper authority to continue in such military service beyond the time herein limited
for such leave.

Employees on extended unpaid military leave will receive 15 days paid leave of absence in each
calendar year, not to exceed 4 years. When possible, requests for military leave shall be provided by the
employee to a supervisor at least 10 days in advance. When called to active duty, an employee may use
balance of 15 days of military paid leave and any other accrued vacation or compensatory time, prior to
an unpaid leave of absence. Any unpaid military leave will be considered hours worked for the purpose
of vacation leave and sick leave accrual. Eligibility for continuation of insurance coverage for
employees on military leave beyond 15 days will follow the same procedures as for any employee on an
authorized unpaid leave of absence. Employees returning from military service will be reinstated to the
position occupied prior to absence and with the same pay, seniority status, and other benefits determined
by seniority.
Employees shall be granted up to 10 working days of unpaid leave for injury or death of an immediate
family member while engaged in active military service. Specified immediate family members include
spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandparent, grandchild and employee in-laws of these family members.
Employees may be granted 1 working day of unpaid leave in the duration of a calendar year to attend a
send-off or homecoming ceremony for the mobilized service member, provided the leave does not
unduly disrupt the operations of the city.
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Victim/Witness Leave

Employees will be granted reasonable unpaid leave if designated as a victim or witness who is
subpoenaed or requested by the prosecutor to attend court for the purpose of giving testimony, or is the
spouse or immediate family member of such victim, to attend criminal proceedings related to the
victim’s case. Specified immediate family members include spouse, child, sibling, parent, grandparent,
grandchild and employee in-laws of these family members. For cases which involve providing or
receiving assistance for sexual assault, domestic abuse, or stalking, an employee shall be entitled to use
accrued sick leave.

Pregnancy/Parental/Adoption Leave

Employees that have been employed more than 1 year with the city are eligible for up to 12 weeks of
unpaid leave within 12 months under the Pregnancy and Parenting Leave Act of Minnesota.
Pregnancy/Parental/Adoption Leave eligibility is defined as follows:
-

Female for prenatal care, or incapacity due to pregnancy, childbirth, or related health conditions. In
the case where the child must remain in the hospital longer than the mother, the leave must begin
within 12 months after the child leaves the hospital.

-

Biological or adoptive parent in conjunction with after the birth or adoption of a child for the
purpose of arranging the child’s placement or caring for the child after placement. Leave must begin
before or at the time of the child’s placement in the adoptive home.

The employee shall provide at least a 45 day notice prior to the leave. If the leave must be taken in less
than 3 days, the employee shall give as much notice as practicable.
Employees are required to use accrued sick, vacation, or compensatory leave during
Pregnancy/Parental/Adoption Leave. If the employee has any unpaid leave eligibility remaining at the
time this leave commences, it will also count as unpaid leave concurrently. The employee is entitled to
return to work in the same position and at the same rate of pay the employee received prior to
commencement of the leave. Group insurance coverage will remain in effect while the employee is on
leave pursuant to the Pregnancy and Parenting Leave Act, but the employee will be responsible for any
required employee portion of the group insurance coverage while on leave.
The city will attempt to provide a female employee requesting reasonable accommodation for health
conditions related to pregnancy or childbirth including more frequent restroom, food, and water breaks,
seating, limits on lifting over 20 pounds, and/or temporary transfer to a less strenuous or hazardous
position, should one be available. Unless such accommodations impose an undue hardship, the city will
engage in an interactive process with respect to an employee’s request for a reasonable accommodation.
Nursing mothers will be provided reasonable break time to express milk for 1 year after the child’s
birth. The paid break time must, if possible, run concurrently with any break time already provided. The
city will provide a suitable space other than a restroom, as close as possible to the employee’s work
area, shielded from view and free from intrusion from coworkers and the public, including access to an
electrical outlet.

Organ Donation Leave

Employees are eligible for up to 40 hours of paid leave to undergo medical procedures to donate bone
marrow or an organ. The 40 hours is over and above the amount of accrued time the employee has
earned. The city may require a physician’s verification of the purpose and length of the leave requested
to donate bone marrow or an organ. If there is a medical determination that the employee does not
qualify as a bone marrow or organ donor, the paid leave of absence granted to the employee prior to that
medical determination is not forfeited.
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DIVISION 6

EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINE

§ 6.01 PURPOSE
The objective of this policy is to establish a disciplinary process for all employees for failure to fulfill their
duties and responsibilities at the level required, including observance of work rules and standards of conduct and
applicable city policies. Discipline will be administered in a non-discriminatory manner. This policy is not to be
construed as contractual terms and is intended to serve only as a guide for employment discipline.

§ 6.02 SCOPE
Supervisors are responsible for maintaining compliance with city standards of employee job performance and
employee conduct. The supervisor and/or the city administrator will investigate any allegation on which
disciplinary action might be based before any disciplinary action is taken. An employee who believes that
discipline applied was either unjust or disproportionate to the offense committed may pursue a remedy through
grievance procedures listed within.

§ 6.03 PROCESS

The city may elect to use progressive discipline, a system of escalating responses intended to correct the
negative behavior rather than to punish the employee. There may be circumstances that warrant deviation from
the suggested order or where progressive discipline is not appropriate. Nothing in this article implies that any
city employee has a contractual right or guarantee to the job.
In general, when an employee's performance or conduct falls below the required level or under the causes for
action, the supervisor shall inform the employee promptly and specifically of such lapses. If appropriate and
justified, following a discussion of the matter, a reasonable time for improvement or correction may be allowed
before any further disciplinary action is initiated. In situations where a warning has not resulted in the correction
of the condition or where more severe initial action is warranted, written documentation of disciplinary action
taken will be placed in the employee’s personnel file with a copy provided to the employee.
The following are descriptions of the types of disciplinary actions the city may take:

Oral Reprimand

This measure will be used where informal discussions with the employee’s supervisor have not resolved
the matter. All supervisors have the ability to issue oral reprimands without prior approval. Oral
reprimands are normally given for first infractions on minor offenses to clarify expectations and put the
employee on notice that the performance or behavior needs to change, and what the change must be. The
supervisor will document the oral reprimand including date(s) and a summary of discussion and
corrective action needed.

Written Reprimand

A written reprimand is more serious and may follow an oral reprimand when the problem is not
corrected, or the behavior has not consistently improved in a reasonable period of time. Serious
infractions may require foregoing of the oral and/or written reprimand. Written reprimands are issued by
the supervisor with prior approval by the city administrator. A written reprimand shall include what
happened, what should have happened, policy/directive/performance expectation that was not followed,
history on the matter, goals/timetables/expectations for the future, and consequences of recurrence.
Employees will be given a copy of the reprimand to sign acknowledging its receipt. Employees’
signatures do not mean the employee agrees with the reprimand. Written reprimands shall be placed in
the employee’s personnel file.

Suspension

The city administrator may suspend an employee without pay for disciplinary reasons or cause, for up to
30 days. The employee will be notified in writing of the reason for the suspension either prior to the
suspension or shortly thereafter. A copy of the letter of suspension will be placed in the employee’s
personnel file. Suspension without pay may be followed with immediate dismissal as deemed
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appropriate by the City Council, except in the case of veterans. Qualified veterans, who have completed
their initial probationary period, will not be suspended without pay in conjunction with a termination.
The city administrator may suspend or place an employee on an administrative leave of absence pending
an investigation of an allegation involving the employee. The leave may be with or without pay
depending on a number of factors including the nature of the allegations. The employee will be notified
in writing of the reason for the suspension either prior to the suspension or shortly thereafter. A copy of
the letter of suspension will be placed in the employee’s personnel file. If allegations are proven true
after the investigation, the employee may be subject to demotion or dismissal. If allegations are proven
false after the investigation, the relevant written documents will be removed from the employee’s
personnel file and the employee will receive any compensation and benefits due had the suspension not
taken place.

Demotion/Transfer

When other forms of disciplinary action have proved ineffective, or when the seriousness of the offense
or conditions warrants it, the city administrator may recommend to the City Council to demote or
transfer the employee for cause. The employee must be qualified for the position to which they are being
demoted or transferred.

Termination

The city administrator, with the approval of the City Council, may terminate an employee for cause,
substandard work performance, serious misconduct, or behavior not in keeping with city standards. If
the disciplinary action involves the removal of a qualified veteran who has completed the initial
probationary period, the appropriate hearing notice will be provided and all rights will be afforded the
veteran in accordance with Minnesota law.

§ 6.04 GRIEVEANCE

Any dispute between an employee and the city relative to the application, meaning, or interpretation of this
article will be settled in the manner outlined within. In general, grievance procedures do not apply to matters
related to performance evaluation data, salary increases or lack thereof, or merit pay awards.
First, the employee must provide written notice of the grievance to the employee’s supervisor, stating the nature
of the grievance, the date at which the incident allegedly occurred, facts on which it is based, the provision(s) of
the personnel policies allegedly violated, and remedy requested within 21 days after the alleged occurred. The
supervisor shall respond to the employee in writing within 7 days.
If the grievance has not been settled in this manner, the written grievance must be presented to the city
administrator with the remedy requested within 7 days after receipt of the supervisor’s response. The city
administrator or designee shall respond to the employee in writing within 7 days. The decision of the city
administrator is final for all disputes with exception of those specific components in a performance evaluation
subject to a challenge through the Minnesota Department of Administration.
If a grievance is not presented within the time limits set forth, it will be considered “waived.” If a grievance is
not appealed to the next step in the specified time limit or any agreed extension thereof, it will be considered
settled on the basis of the city’s determination. If the city does not answer a grievance or an appeal within the
specified time limits, the employee may elect to treat the grievance as denied at that step and immediately
appeal the grievance to the next step. The time limit in each step may be extended by mutual agreement of the
city and the employee without prejudice to either party.
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DIVISION 7

EMPLOYEE SEPARATION

§ 7.01 PURPOSE
Specific circumstances may warrant a separation of employment, either voluntary or involuntary. Managing the
end of an employment cycle for at-will or contractual employees shall be conducted through a fair and
consistent process. Depending upon the type of separation of employment, separation pay may be afforded to
the employee.

§ 7.02 SCOPE
A voluntary separation of employment is typically initiated by the employee for personal or professional reasons
and includes resignation, retirement, or death. An involuntary separation of employment is typically initiated by
the city for poor performance or conduct, shortage of work or budget, or abolition of a job position. Involuntary
separation by termination is permanent, while a layoff may be permanent or temporary.

§ 7.03 LAYOFF

The city administrator, with City Council approval, shall provide 14 days written notice to a full-time or part time employee in the event it becomes necessary to reduce personnel in the form of a layoff, due to shortage of
work or budget, abolition of positions, or other reasons. The city administrator may layoff or terminate
temporary or seasonal employees without prior notice or City Council approval.
The city administrator will make a determination on layoffs based on performance, knowledge, skill, ability, and
seniority, subject to provisions of adopted union agreements and City Council approval. Temporary/seasonal
employees and those serving a probationary period in affected job classes will be subject to a layoff before other
regular employees.

§ 7.04 RESIGNATION

Employees wishing to leave the city service in good standing must provide a written notice to their supervisor at
least 14 calendar days prior to the resignation. Unauthorized absences from work for a period of 3 consecutive
working days may be considered as a resignation without proper notice. Failure to comply with this procedure
may be cause for denying the employee’s separation pay, accrued benefits, and any future employment with the
city.

§ 7.05 RETIREMENT

An employee wishing retire must provide a written notice to their supervisor at least 30 calendar days prior to
the retirement in order to leave city employment in good standing.

§ 7.06 TERMINATION

The city administrator, with the approval of the City Council, may terminate an employee for substandard work
performance, serious misconduct, behavior not in keeping with city standards, or any violation of employee
work rules and code of conduct.

§ 7.07 SEPARATION PAY

Employees who leave employment with the city in good standing shall be compensated for accrued
compensatory time and vacation leave, computed to the date of separation. Employees who leave employment
with the city in good standing and have been employed 10 consecutive years shall be compensated for 50% of
accrued sick leave, computed to the date of separation, up to a maximum of 400 hours. Accrued sick leave shall
not be granted to an employee upon notice of termination. Non-exempt employees shall be compensated for
accrued compensatory time upon separation. Upon death of an employee, the designated beneficiary shall be
compensated accordingly for accrued vacation and sick leave, as well as applicable compensatory leave for
non-exempt employees.
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EMPLOYEE ACKNOWLEDGMENT
This personnel policy is an important document intended to help you become acquainted with the City of
Bayport. This document is intended to provide guidelines and general descriptions only; it is not the final
word in all cases. Individual circumstances may call for individual attention.
Please read the following statements and sign below to indicate your receipt and acknowledgment of the
following:
-

I have read received and read a copy of the City of Bayport’s personnel policy. I understand that the
policies, rules and benefits described in it are subject to change at the sole discretion of the city at any
time, unless my employment is governed by a union collective bargaining agreement.

-

I further understand that unless I am covered by a union collective bargaining agreement, my
employment is terminable at will, either by myself or the city, with or without cause or notice,
regardless of the length of my employment or the granting of benefits of any kind.

-

I understand that no representative of the city, other than the City Council, may alter "at will" status
and any such modification must be in a signed writing.

-

If my employment is governed by a union collective bargaining agreement, I understand that the
employment terms set out in this policy work in conjunction with, and do not replace or amend any
terms or conditions of employment stated in any union agreement. Wherever employment terms in
this policy differ from the terms expressed in a union agreement with the city, I understand that I
should refer to the specific terms of the union agreement, which will control.

-

I understand that my signature below indicates that I have read and understand the above statements
and that I have received a copy of the personnel policy.

I understand that nothing contained within this policy manual is intended to interfere with rights
guaranteed to me by federal, state, and/or local law.
Employee Name: __________________________________

Position: _____________________________

Employee Signature: _______________________________

Date: ________________________________

A signed copy of this acknowledgment will be filed in the employee personnel file.
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CITY OF BAYPORT
294 NORTH THIRD STREET
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
PHONE 651-275-4404 FAX 651-275-4411

Date:

March 25, 2022

To:

Mayor and City Council
Adam Bell, City Administrator

From: Matt Kline, Public Works Director
RE:

Consider a proposal from SEH to prepare a stormwater drainage plan to facilitate future infrastructure
projects

BACKGROUND
The city’s stormwater system and need for significant improvements has been discussed many times during past
City Council meetings for several years. The city has completed a water system model, planning on streets via
pavement ratings, and has televised sewer lines in order to plan for future infrastructure projects. The projects
completed in the past (3rd Ave. S. Highway 95, and 6th St. N.) did not require significant stormwater
infrastructure improvements.
Moving forward, anticipated projects will entail significant stormwater enhancements, requiring planning from
both a budget and engineering standpoint. Estimating costs of future stormwater improvements and making sure
that we engineer any required improvements to perform as needed are two priorities of this plan. The plan will
include creating a model similar to the water system model that allows for updates as the system is upgraded.
City stormwater data will be incorporated into the model and provide outputs for both the current and proposed
system. With a completed plan, the city can determine the current conditions of the stormwater system and put
together a proposed plan that would include conceptual improvements that could be incorporated into the
deficient areas of the system.
This plan was included in the 2022 CIP at an estimated $20,000 and as much as $25,000 in past CIPs, which is
considerably less than the $44,450 on the attached SEH proposal. However, it should be noted that the cost
included in the current and past CIPs was staff's best initial estimate at the time for general system modeling and
used as a placeholder for getting the stormwater plan scheduled. The increased cost is due in part to the more
detailed proposed system modeling.
It should also be noted that this study would be an eligible project under the American Rescue Plan Act funds
allocated to the city if the City Council chooses.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends the City Council adopt a motion approving the proposal from SEH in the amount of $44,450
to complete a stormwater drainage plan.

March 24, 2022

RE:

City of Bayport, Minnesota
Stormwater Master Plan
SEH No. BAYPO 157615 14.00

Matt Kline
Director of Public Works
City of Bayport
294 North 3rd Street
Bayport, MN 55003
Dear Matt:
This letter serves as the Supplemental Letter Agreement between the City of Bayport (City) and Short
Elliott Hendrickson Inc. (SEH®). Specifically, it addresses professional services in connection with the City
Stormwater Master Plan (hereinafter called the “Plan”). The scope of said services is detailed below.
PROJECT BACKGROUND AND UNDERSTANDING
The City of Bayport is interested in completing modeling of the existing storm sewer system to determine
existing deficiencies and improvements needed for the overall system. The modeling will then be used to
aid the City in determining capital improvement projects throughout the City.
SCOPE OF ENGINEERING SERVICES
The scope of engineering services has been divided into two tasks to give the City flexibility in developing
the schedule for the completion of the tasks. Below is a detailed list of each task included
Task 1 – Existing System Modeling
The services included will provide a model of the existing City storm sewer system for selected areas of
the City as indicated on Attachment A. The specific items included in this task are as follows.
•

Creation of an XP-SWMM model

•

Delineation of stormwater watersheds for the stormwater system (Information is available on
watersheds from the WMO but not to a sub-watershed level needed for storm sewer modeling.)

•

Watershed parameter data input for curve numbers (percent impervious) and time of
concentration

•

Import storm sewer information from City GIS available data

•

Revise modeling based on any new field data provided by others (City or WMO)

•

Run XP-SWMM modeling and refine model as appropriate

•

Identify storm sewer inefficiencies

•

Prepare an exhibit of the modeling results

Engineers | Architects | Planners | Scientists
Short Elliott Hendrickson Inc., 156 High Street, Suite 300, New Richmond, WI 54017-1128
715.246.9906 | 888.881.4281 | 888.908.8166 fax | sehinc.com
SEH is 100% employee-owned | Affirmative Action–Equal Opportunity Employer

Matt Kline
March 24, 2022
Page 2

•

Prepare a memo summarizing the modeling results

•

Review findings with City staff

Task 2 – Proposed System Modeling
The existing modeling will propose improvements to the stormwater conveyance system to eliminate the
inefficiencies identified in Task 1. The specific items included in this task are as follows.
•

Update the XP-SWMM model with proposed improvements to the storm sewer system

•

Run XP-SWMM modeling and refine model as appropriate

•

Review proposed conceptual improvements

•

Prepare an exhibit to show proposed improvements

•

Prepare a memo summarizing the modeling results.

•

Review findings with City staff

PROJECT SCHEDULE
The tentative project schedule below has been established by the City for completion of the project.
Actual schedule will be dictated by weather and other elements outside the control of SEH.
Task 1 – Existing Model .................................................... 3 months from date of authorization*
Task 2 – Proposed Model ................................................ 2 months from completion of Task 1**
*Assumes completion prior to August 1, 2022
**Assumes work will be completed between July 1, 2022 and June 30, 2023
ESTIMATED ENGINEERING COSTS
Based on the above project understanding, scope and schedule, we estimate the cost of the above
services to be as follows:
Task 1 – Existing Model .............................................................................. $27,300
Task 2 – Proposed Model ........................................................................... $17,150
Total ............................................................................................................ $44,450
Fees for this work would be billed hourly plus expenses. Any work outside the scope described herein
would be billed as an extra cost as an additional expense.
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
The above describes the project as we understand it and the services necessary to provide the Plan to
the City of Bayport. If, however, it becomes necessary to provide additional assistance, the following are
a few of the services also available but not included in the above scope.

•
•
•
•

Additional modeling not specifically listed
Field data collection
Cost estimates for proposed improvements
Attendance at City meetings and/or presentation of the proposed findings

Matt Kline
March 24, 2022
Page 3

This letter and the master contract between SEH and the City of Bayport represent the entire
understanding between the City and SEH with respect to the Plan and may only be modified in writing
signed by both parties. If it satisfactorily sets forth your understanding of our agreement, please sign in
the space provided below and return the original copy to me. You may also wish to retain a copy for the
City files.
Sincerely,
SHORT ELLIOTT HENDRICKSON INC.

John D. Parotti, PE
Associate/Sr. Professional Engineer
(Lic. MN, WI)

Attachments: Attachment A – Storm Sewer Segments Included in the Modeling
\\sehnr\projects\ae\b\baypo\155009\2022\drainage\city master drainage plan\2022 proposal\2022 stormwater planning sla 2022_03_24.docx

Accepted by: City of Bayport
By:

Matt Kline, Director of Public Works

Date:

Bayport Fire Department
1012 5th Avenue North (Station Address) Bayport, MN 55003
294 3rd St. North (Mailing Address) Bayport, MN 55003
Fire Hall Phone (651) 275-4401 • Fax (651) 275-4402

Date:

March 25, 2022

To:

Mayor and City Council
Adam Bell, City Administrator

From:

Allen Eisinger, Fire Chief

Re:

March Fire Chief’s Memo

The March call volume was 51, compared to 62 in March 2021. The year to date call volume is 202
compared to 175 in 2021. Monthly drills included personnel protective equipment, ropes, and confined
spaces. New plan reviews and fire inspections are ongoing.
Past Meetings/Events
• Baytown Annual Meeting
• West Lakeland Annual Meeting
• Washington County Fire Chiefs
Upcoming Meetings/Events
• Fire Improvement Team Communications

Bayport Police Department
294 North 3rd Street
Bayport, Minnesota 55003
Phone: 651-275-4400
Fax: 651-275-4411
Date:
To:
From:
Subject:

Laura Eastman
Chief of Police
Jay Jackson
Sergeant

March 23, 2022
Mayor and City Council
City Administrator Adam Bell
Police Chief Laura Eastman
Police Reports and Updates

Past Events
February 24
March 14
March 15
March 17
March 29

Taser training with OPH PD - All officers
Accepted applications for FT peace officer position/internal applicant chosen
Meeting for Safety Camp and NTU schedule and presenters
Pepper ball, chemical/narcan training with OPH PD - All officers
Evidence audit completed

Upcoming Events
March/April
April
April 15
May 19

Confirming Safety Camp presenters and donation requests
Schedule officers for Memorial Day Parade and Lift Bridge Race
Body worn camera audit
Outdoor scenario training scenarios/critical incident training with OPH PD - All officers

2022 Total Incidents/calls/self-initiated responses to date = 1,829
Facebook Posts

February logs continued
2/20/2022 0:50
BP22001212
2/20/2022 8:20
BP22001221
2/20/2022 9:13
BP22001223
2/20/2022 9:49
BP22001224
2/20/2022 11:42
BP22001225
2/20/2022 12:01
BP22001226
2/20/2022 12:15
BP22001227
2/20/2022 12:43
BP22001228
2/20/2022 14:44
BP22001229
2/20/2022 20:40
BP22001235
2/20/2022 21:10
BP22001237
2/20/2022 21:12
BP22001238
2/20/2022 22:49
BP22001240
2/21/2022 8:37
BP22001245
2/21/2022 10:20
BP22001246
2/21/2022 10:33
BP22001247
2/21/2022 16:23
BP22001248
2/21/2022 17:18
BP22001249
2/21/2022 21:03
BP22001253
2/21/2022 21:25
BP22001255
2/21/2022 22:43
BP22001256
2/22/2022 9:01
BP22001259
2/22/2022 9:41
BP22001260
2/22/2022 14:49
BP22001262
2/22/2022 17:18
BP22001264
2/22/2022 22:40
BP22001268
2/23/2022 1:03
BP22001269
2/23/2022 6:41
BP22001270
2/23/2022 7:23
BP22001271
2/23/2022 7:42
BP22001273
2/23/2022 8:49
BP22001274
2/23/2022 8:58
BP22001275
2/23/2022 10:28
BP22001278
2/23/2022 12:52
BP22001279

Minnesota St S / 1st Ave S, BAYPORT ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
XXX 4th St N, 911 ABANDONED/HANGUP/OPEN LINE
XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
XXX 4th Ave N, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
XXX 5th Ave N, BAYPORT
PUBLIC WORKS CONCERN
50XXX -599 6TH ST N, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED/NO POI
50XXX -5269 STAGECOACH TRL N, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
50XXX -5269 CO. 21 W/W STOP SIGN VIOL/LITTERING
XXX Highway 95 N, BAYPORT MEDICAL
80XXX -899 Highway 95 N, BAYPORT V/W SPEED
XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
ICE RINK CLOSE
Minnesota St S / 4th Ave S, BAYPORT V/W SPEED
XXX Oakwood St S, BAYPORT CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
XXX Pickett St N, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
XXX Highway 95, 911 ABANDONED/HANGUP/OPEN LINE
XXX Highway 95 N,ALARM-BUSINESS/RES/FIRE/MEDICAL/ETC
5TH AVE N, BAYPORT LOST PROPERTY/ITEM
30XXX -398 4TH ST S,
SUSPICIOUS PERSON/ACTIVITY
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
Park close
XXX Highway 95 N, BAYPORT MEDICAL
XXX MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT
Dog at Large
XXX Pickett St N, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
3RD ST N / 7TH AVE N, BAYPORT
CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
XXX 4th St S, BAYPORT DEATH
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
Park close
1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
XXX Pickett St N, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
XXX PRAIRIE WAY S, BAYPORT
GUN PERMIT
XXX Lakeside Dr S, BAYPORT MEDICAL
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
W/W EXP REG
XXX Highway 95 N, BAYPORT MEDICAL
XXX 5th St S, BAYPORT MEDICAL
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2/23/2022 15:10
2/23/2022 15:23
2/23/2022 15:50
2/23/2022 16:32
2/23/2022 16:39
2/23/2022 16:57
2/23/2022 20:03
2/23/2022 21:22
2/23/2022 22:36
2/23/2022 22:44
2/23/2022 22:52
2/23/2022 22:57
2/24/2022 1:15
2/24/2022 7:09
2/24/2022 12:13
2/24/2022 14:30
2/24/2022 14:38
2/24/2022 15:04
2/24/2022 23:06
2/25/2022 8:19
2/25/2022 16:11
2/25/2022 23:18
2/26/2022 2:45
2/26/2022 7:59
2/26/2022 12:29
2/26/2022 21:14
2/26/2022 22:17
2/26/2022 22:49
2/26/2022 22:57
2/27/2022 13:01
2/27/2022 18:28
2/28/2022 0:08
2/28/2022 0:21
2/28/2022 8:11
2/28/2022 8:35
2/28/2022 11:56
2/28/2022 12:44
2/28/2022 15:01
2/28/2022 15:15
2/28/2022 15:34
2/28/2022 18:11
2/28/2022 18:23
2/28/2022 19:10

BP22001280
BP22001281
BP22001284
BP22001285
BP22001286
BP22001287
BP22001288
BP22001301
BP22001302
BP22001303
BP22001304
BP22001306
BP22001311
BP22001315
BP22001323
BP22001325
BP22001326
BP22001329
BP22001333
BP22001338
BP22001339
BP22001343
BP22001345
BP22001347
BP22001348
BP22001350
BP22001351
BP22001353
BP22001354
BP22001362
BP22001363
BP22001365
BP22001367
BP22001372
BP22001373
BP22001378
BP22001379
BP22001380
BP22001381
BP22001382
BP22001385
BP22001386
BP22001387

XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
School Crossing
Alley, BAYPORT V/W DRIVE AGAINST SIGNS
XXX Block 5th Ave N, BAYPORTStat Radar
30XXX -398 MINNESOTA ST S, W/W USE OF COMM DEVICE
6TH AVE N / 3RD ST N,W/W LITTERING/EXP REG
XXX 9th St N, BAYPORT FOLLOW UP
XXX 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
ACCIDENT
50XXX -599 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT V/W HEADLAMP
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
ICE RINK CLOSE
40XXX -498 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT V/W HEADLAMP
30XXX -399 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
V/W SPEED
XXX 4th Ave N, BAYPORT
CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
XXX MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT
V/W SPEED
4th St N / Central Ave, BAYPORT STALL VEHICLE BLOCKING
Saint Croix Trl N / 56th St N, W/W EXP REG/FAIL TO UPDATE DL
MINNESOTA ST S / 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT Stat Radar
30XXX -399 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT V/W Speed
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
School Crossing
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
ICE RINK CLOSE
3RD ST N / 3RD AVE N, BAYPORT
CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
XXX 6th St N, BAYPORT Residential Lockout
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
Park close
1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
XXX Highway 95 N, BAYPORT MEDICAL
2nd St N / 4th Ave N, BAYPORT Aggressive Dogs at Large
3RD ST N / 3RD AVE N, BAYPORT
Speed education
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
Park close
XXX 6TH ST N, BAYPORT
SUSPICIOUS PERSON/ACTIVITY
XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
XXX Central Ave, BAYPORT
PROPERTY DAMAGE
XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
Reserve meeting
XXX 2ND ST N, BAYPORT
Park close
1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
90XXX -999 Highway 95 N, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
5XXX BLOCK STAGECOACH TRL N,W/W EXP REG
XX Point Rd, BAYPORT FRAUD/SCAM
50XXX -598 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
50XXX -599 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
30XXX -373 1ST AVE N, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
XXX Highway 95 N, MEDICAL

March logs
3/1/2022 1:47 BP22001392 XXX 5th Ave N,
ALARM-BUSINESS/RES/FIRE/MEDICAL/ETC
3/1/2022 8:37 BP22001398 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
3/1/2022 9:41 BP22001399 Hwy 95 At 10th Ave N, THEFT OF CATALYTIC CONVERTER
3/1/2022 10:33
BP22001400 XXX 3rd St N, BAYPORT CIVIL MATTER/DISPUTE
3/1/2022 11:28
BP22001401 10XXX -199 5TH AVE N, CITE - PARK WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/1/2022 11:38
BP22001402 XXX 5TH AVE N, CITE - PARK WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/1/2022 11:42
BP22001403 10XXX -198 5TH AVE N, CITE - PARK WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/1/2022 11:52
BP22001404 XXX Block 5th Ave N, CITE - PARK WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/1/2022 13:04
BP22001407 XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
MOTORIST ASSIST
3/1/2022 13:59
BP22001408 4TH AVE N / 5TH ST N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/1/2022 14:46
BP22001411 MINNESOTA ST S / 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT Stat Radar
3/1/2022 14:50
BP22001412 60XXX -620 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
3/1/2022 14:52
BP22001413 Minnesota St S / 7th Ave S, BAYPORT V/W - Speed
3/1/2022 15:14
BP22001415 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
School Crossing
3/1/2022 15:19
BP22001416 XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
OFFICER INFORMATION
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3/1/2022 16:43
BP22001417 Highway 95 N / 8th Ave N, BAYPORT MOTORIST ASSIST
3/1/2022 16:50
BP22001418 XXX 3RD ST N,
WARRANT ARREST/CITE - DAR/EXP REG
3/1/2022 20:40
BP22001423 1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/2/2022 8:22 BP22001427 3RD ST N / 3RD AVE N, BAYPORT
CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
3/2/2022 8:39 BP22001428 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
3/2/2022 15:07
BP22001429 60XXX -728 INSPIRATION PL, BAYPORT
Lost dog
3/2/2022 15:25
BP22001430 XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
FOUND PROPERTY/ITEM
3/2/2022 21:52
BP22001434 3RD ST N / 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
Speed education
3/2/2022 22:50
BP22001435 XXX Block 3rd St N, BAYPORT Cite - DAR
3/3/2022 1:41 BP22001438 1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/3/2022 1:57 BP22001440 XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/3/2022 8:10 BP22001443 3RD ST N / 3RD AVE N, BAYPORT
School Crossing
3/3/2022 20:38
BP22001449 Hwy 95 At 5th Ave S, BAYPORT DRIVING COMPLAINT
3/3/2022 20:55
BP22001450 XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
Cite - 55/40
3/3/2022 21:03
BP22001451 3rd St N / 5th Ave N, BAYPORT VW no lights
3/3/2022 22:02
BP22001458 XXX 3rd St N, BAYPORT DRIVING COMPLAINT
3/3/2022 23:18
BP22001459 Highway 95 N / 8TH AVE N, BAYPORT Speed enforcement
3/4/2022 4:58 BP22001460 1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/4/2022 8:00 BP22001463 1-99 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
W/W EXP REG
3/4/2022 8:43 BP22001465 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
3/4/2022 12:47
BP22001468 40XXX -499 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
3/4/2022 13:02
BP22001469 XXX - 499 10TH AVE N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/4/2022 14:38
BP22001472 40XXX -498 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
3/4/2022 15:35
BP22001474 40XXX -498 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
3/4/2022 20:20
BP22001479 XXX 5th St S, ALARM-BUSINESS/RES/FIRE/MEDICAL/ETC
3/4/2022 20:31
BP22001480 POINT RD / 10TH AVE N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/4/2022 22:41
BP22001483 XXX 6th St S, BAYPORT FIREWORKS
3/4/2022 23:37
BP22001489 MINNESOTA ST S / 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT Stat Radar
3/4/2022 23:44
BP22001490 63XXX -698 MN. ST S, V/W - Headlights off, update dl address
3/5/2022 2:15 BP22001495 XXX Block 5th Ave N, BAYPORTBusiness Checks
3/5/2022 7:57 BP22001500 60XXX -619 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
3/5/2022 8:44 BP22001505 XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/5/2022 9:26 BP22001506 Saint Croix Trl N / 56th St N, BAYPORT W/W EXPIRED REG
3/5/2022 12:24
BP22001509 XXX Central Ave, SUSPICIOUS PERSON/ACTIVITY
3/5/2022 13:17
BP22001510 XXX Pickett St N, BAYPORT
SUSPICIOUS MALE
3/5/2022 16:36
BP22001511 XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
V/W - Expired Tabs
3/5/2022 16:47
BP22001513 MINNESOTA ST S / 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT Stat Radar
3/5/2022 16:53
BP22001514 Minnesota St S / Osprey Blvd, BAYPORT V/W - Speed
3/5/2022 17:10
BP22001516 5TH ST N / 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/5/2022 18:32
BP22001517 POINT RD / 10TH AVE N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/5/2022 20:47
BP22001524 1XXX INSPIR. PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/5/2022 21:26
BP22001527 XXX 3RD ST S, BAYPORT
WELFARE CHECK
3/5/2022 22:45
BP22001529 AW Lots, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/5/2022 23:06
BP22001530 Minnesota St S / Osprey Blvd, BAYPORT TRAFFIC STOP
3/4/2022 14:53
BP22001473 34XXX -3998 STAGECOACH TRL N, TOWNSHIP
W/W SPEED
3/6/2022 2:29 BP22001534 XXX Block 5th Ave N, BAYPORTBusiness Checks
3/6/2022 8:40 BP22001544 50XXX -599 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
V/W EXPIRED REG
3/6/2022 13:30
BP22001545 XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/6/2022 17:31
BP22001549 3rd St N / 2nd Ave N, BAYPORT V/W NO PLATE
3/6/2022 17:36
BP22001550 MINNESOTA ST S / 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT Stat Radar
3/6/2022 17:43
BP22001551 XXX MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT
V/W - Speed
3/6/2022 18:00
BP22001553 62XXX -636 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
3/6/2022 18:10
BP22001554 HWY 95 JSO 5TH AVE N, V/W – Exp. temporary tags and no plates
3/6/2022 20:05
BP22001556 XXX MAINE ST N, BAYPORT PERSON IN CRISIS
3/7/2022 1:17 BP22001558 XXX Highway 95 N, BAYPORT MEDICAL
3/7/2022 19:20
BP22001562 Highway 95 N / 10TH AVE N, BAYPORT
Car vs Deer
3/7/2022 20:25
BP22001566 XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/8/2022 9:50 BP22001570 XXX INSPIRATION PKWY S, BAYPORT
IDENTITY THEFT
3/8/2022 17:44
BP22001571 XXX 4th St S, BAYPORT FOUND PROPERTY/ITEM
3/8/2022 20:36
BP22001574 1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
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3/8/2022 21:54
BP22001576 MINNESOTA ST S / 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT Speed Enforcement
3/9/2022 5:40 BP22001578 XXX Highway 95 N, BAYPORT LIFT ASSIST
3/9/2022 7:25 BP22001580 70XXX -973 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
3/9/2022 7:39 BP22001581 20XXX -299 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
SEMI BLOCKING
3/9/2022 7:55 BP22001583 5TH AVE N & 8TH ST N, BAYPORT
CITE - SPEED 49/30
3/9/2022 8:16 BP22001584 XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
ABANDONED VEHICLE
3/9/2022 9:08 BP22001587 XXX blk 5th ave n, BAYPORT
TIRES CHALKED
3/9/2022 12:02
BP22001589 XXX 3rd Ave S, BAYPORT
FOLLOW UP
3/9/2022 12:47
BP22001590 XXX blk 5th ave n, CITE - PARKING WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/9/2022 12:51
BP22001591 10XXX -199 5TH AVE N,CITE - PARK WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/9/2022 12:53
BP22001592 10XXX -199 5TH AVE N, CITE - PARK WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/9/2022 12:56
BP22001593 10XXX -199 5TH AVE N,CITE - PARK WHERE SIGNS PROHIBIT
3/9/2022 13:27
BP22001594 POINT RD, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/9/2022 14:18
BP22001595 XXX 4th Ave N, Vehicle unlock - V/W trans title, update DL address
3/9/2022 14:47
BP22001597 XXX Pickett St N, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
3/9/2022 14:48
BP22001598 10XXX -198 3RD ST N, /W EXPIRED REG/FAIL TO UPDATE DL
3/9/2022 17:26
BP22001599 XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
PARKING VIOLATION
3/9/2022 21:30
BP22001605 1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/9/2022 23:43
BP22001617 XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/10/2022 3:17
BP22001620 30XXX -399 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/10/2022 7:34
BP22001621 12XXX -199 3RD ST S, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
3/10/2022 8:38
BP22001626 Hwy 95 At 10th Ave N, BAYPORT
MOTORIST ASSIST
3/10/2022 11:21
BP22001628 XXX 4TH AVE N,911 ABANDONED/HANGUP/OPEN LINE
3/10/2022 16:47
BP22001635 5TH ST N / 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/10/2022 17:04
BP22001636 STAGECOACH TRL N & 5TH AVE N, DIRECTED PATROL
3/10/2022 17:05
BP22001637 62XXX -636 MINNESOTA ST S,V/W - Failure to maintain lane
3/10/2022 17:16
BP22001638 XXX Block 5th Ave N, BAYPORTStat Radar
3/10/2022 17:25
BP22001639 70XXX -798 5TH AVE N, BAYPORT
V/W - Speed
3/10/2022 17:36
BP22001641 XXX 4th Ave N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/10/2022 18:56
BP22001644 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
3/10/2022 22:12
BP22001646 XXX 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT
VW - Speed
3/10/2022 22:42
BP22001651 20XXX -299 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT VW - Speed
CITED - No MNDL, V/W - Speed
3/10/2022 22:58
BP22001652 XXX 1ST AVE S, BAYPORT
3/11/2022 0:49
BP22001655 XXX 4th Ave N, BAYPORT
VEHICLE UNLOCK
3/11/2022 13:32
BP22001658 Unknown, BAYPORT
CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
3/11/2022 14:04
BP22001659 XXX LAKE CIR N, BAYPORT JUVENILE COMPLAINT
3/11/2022 14:44
BP22001660 XXX LAKE CIR N, BAYPORT JUVENILE COMPLAINT
3/11/2022 23:38
BP22001664 3RD ST N / 3RD AVE N, BAYPORT
Speed enforcement
3/12/2022 13:16
BP22001668 XXX 3rd St N, BAYPORT OFFICER INFORMATION
3/12/2022 20:11
BP22001670 3RD ST N / 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
Speed enforcement
3/12/2022 20:57
BP22001671 20XXX -298 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
V/W Speed
3/12/2022 21:02
BP22001672 XXX 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
Vacant check
3/10/2022 16:35
BP22001633 45XXX -4744 Co. 21 BAYTOWN TOWNSHIP V/W SPEED
3/13/2022 4:19
BP22001679 1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/14/2022 8:53
BP22001689 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
3/14/2022 10:18
BP22001690 XX Central Ave, BAYPORT
MEDICAL
3/14/2022 10:50
BP22001692 XXX Block 5th Ave N, BAYPORTStat Radar
3/14/2022 10:50
BP22001693 1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
3/14/2022 11:33
BP22001695 Minnesota St S / 7th Ave S, BAYPORT V/W - Speeding
3/14/2022 11:46
BP22001697 4th St N / 4th Ave N, BAYPORT V/W - Speed
3/14/2022 12:56
BP22001701 Stagecoach Trl N / 5th Ave N, BAYPORT VW - Speed
3/14/2022 13:06
BP22001703 5TH ST N / 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/14/2022 15:26
BP22001707 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
3/14/2022 16:58
BP22001709 XXX Minnesota St S, BAYPORT LIVE TRAP DEPLOYMENT
3/14/2022 21:05
BP22001717 4TH ST N / 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
3/15/2022 2:09
BP22001721 XXX 5th Ave N, LARM-BUSINESS/RES/FIRE/MEDICAL/ETC
3/15/2022 3:21
BP22001723 XXX Oakwood St S, BAYPORT TRAIN COMPLAINT
3/15/2022 8:17
BP22001724 XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
School Crossing
3/15/2022 8:41
BP22001726 5TH ST N / 4TH AVE N, BAYPORT
DIRECTED PATROL
3/15/2022 9:12
BP22001728 MINNESOTA ST S / 3RD AVE S, BAYPORT Stat Radar
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3/15/2022 9:18
3/15/2022 11:24
3/15/2022 11:43
3/15/2022 11:57
3/15/2022 14:35
3/15/2022 14:38
3/15/2022 14:53
3/15/2022 15:10
3/15/2022 15:21
3/15/2022 15:24
3/15/2022 15:37
3/15/2022 19:10
3/15/2022 19:27
3/15/2022 23:57
3/16/2022 4:45
3/16/2022 8:08
3/16/2022 12:52
3/16/2022 15:00
3/16/2022 16:54
3/17/2022 3:27
3/17/2022 8:48
3/17/2022 12:45
3/17/2022 12:48
3/17/2022 12:54
3/17/2022 15:26
3/17/2022 18:37
3/18/2022 8:35
3/18/2022 11:18
3/18/2022 13:54
3/18/2022 14:37
3/18/2022 15:15
3/18/2022 15:51
3/18/2022 16:42
3/18/2022 19:50
3/19/2022 9:15
3/19/2022 9:36
3/19/2022 11:39
3/19/2022 11:44
3/19/2022 16:07
3/19/2022 16:22
3/19/2022 17:40
3/19/2022 18:04

BP22001729
BP22001730
BP22001734
BP22001735
BP22001736
BP22001737
BP22001738
BP22001739
BP22001740
BP22001741
BP22001742
BP22001743
BP22001744
BP22001750
BP22001754
BP22001756
BP22001759
BP22001760
BP22001762
BP22001768
BP22001770
BP22001776
BP22001777
BP22001778
BP22001780
BP22001782
BP22001791
BP22001793
BP22001794
BP22001795
BP22001798
BP22001799
BP22001800
BP22001804
BP22001816
BP22001817
BP22001818
BP22001819
BP22001826
BP22001827
BP22001828
BP22001829

MN. S/3RD AVE S, V/W - Hands Free Cell, Fail to maintain lane
47th St N / Stagecoach Trl N, BAYPORT V/W - SPEED
1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
XXX 3rd Ave S, BAYPORT
WARRANT ARREST
XXX 9th St N, BAYPORT ORDINANCE VIOLATION
70XXX -972 MN. ST S, W/W FAIL TO MAINTAIN LANE/SPEED
XXX MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
40XXX -499 MINNESOTA ST S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
60XXX -698 2ND AVE N, BAYPORT W/W SEAT BELT VIOL
Unknown, BAYPORT
PHONE CALL REQ
XXX 6th St N, BAYPORT FOLLOW UP
XXX 3rd St N, BAYPORT DISTURBANCE
XXX 3rd St N, BAYPORT WELFARE CHECK
MN-95 / 10TH AVE, BAYPORT V/W - PLATE IMPOUNDMENT
Stagecoach Trl N / 5th Ave N, V/W - SPEED / REGISTRATION
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
TRESPASSING
XXX 4th St N, BAYPORT FOLLOW UP
XXX State St S, BAYPORT INTERNET CRIMES
XXX Highway 95 N, BAYPORT MEDICAL
XXX 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
10XXX -1088 INSPIRATION PKWY, COMMUNITY CONTACT
1XXX INSPIRATION PKWY N, BAYPORT DIRECTED PATROL
52XXX -5599 STAGECOACH TRL N, V/W - Expired tabs
XXX PICKETT ST N, BAYPORT CIVIL MATTER/DISPUTE
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
CITIZEN/PUBLIC ASSIST
XXX 4TH ST N, BAYPORT
SCHOOL CROSSING
Stagecoach Trl N / Inspiration Pkwy S, PUBLIC WORKS CONCERN
30XXX -599 6TH AVE N, W/W PARKING VIOLATION
74XXX -799 3RD ST N, V/W FAIL TO MAINTAIN LANE
Minnesota St S / 4th Ave S, BAYPORT CITE - DAR
XXX 6TH ST N, BAYPORT
FIRE COMPLAINT
XXX Hghway 95 N, ALARM-BUSINESS/RES/FIRE/MEDICAL/ETC
XXX 6TH ST N, BAYPORT
ASSAULT
Minnesota St S / 3rd Ave S, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
20XXX -299 3RD ST N, BAYPORT
PARKING VIOLATION
75XXX -99 2ND AVE S, W/W FAIL TO STOP AT STOP SIGN
XXX Oakwood St S, BAYPORT CITY ORDINANCE VIOL
XXX 1ST AVE N, BAYPORT
GUN PERMIT
5th Ave N / 6th St N, BAYPORT WELFARE CHECK
40XXX -499 4TH ST S, BAYPORT
W/W SPEED
10XXX -1098 5TH AVE N, BAYPORT W/W SPEED
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CITY OF BAYPORT
294 NORTH THIRD STREET
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
PHONE 651-275-4404 FAX 651-275-4411

Date:

March 24, 2022

To:

Mayor and City Council
Adam Bell, City Administrator

From: Matt Kline, Public Works Director
RE:

April Public Works Department Report

Spring is upon us and for the Public Works Department, that means street sweeping and spring melt runoff.
Opening up drains and keeping them clear can be a full-time job for the department as the freeze/thaw
conditions and the leftover fall debris can clog drains and cause backups that not only affect the streets, but
sometimes adjacent properties.
For the first time in unknown years, recent Public Works retiree Tim Gardner will not be manning the street
sweeper this spring. Employee Josh Eisinger will assume that position, along with cross training by other staff.
Hopefully the crew will do Tim proud.
Staff has been or is currently in the process of working on the following projects:
1. MS4 Audit – The city has received the audit report from the MPCA. The city was found to be in
violation of the stormwater permit in a couple of areas and are being required to correct these
circumstances. The particular issues are illicit discharge training for police and fire personnel (fire has
had their training), need of written procedures for identifying priority sites for stormwater construction
site inspections, some missing regulatory language in our city code, failure to document educational
materials on illicit discharge, and not having written procedures for receipt and consideration of reports
of stormwater violations submitted by the public. None of these violations rose to the level of a MPCA
fine, but they need to be completed in a certain timeline for compliance. Staff has already corrected a
number of the violations and will be working to complete the remaining as soon as possible.
2. Ash Tree Removal, Plantings, and Treatment – The city’s contractor has removed the 20 ash trees for
the final phase of the DNR grant already. Work on scheduling the replacement trees will start at the
beginning of April, with installation occurring around the second week in May. I happened to meet with
personnel from the Waterford Condominiums and the Bayport Marina who are also dealing with
Emerald Ash Borer. Their plans are similar to most cities, including removing the current infected trees
and replacing them with a variety of new trees.
3. Seal Coating and Crack Sealing – Staff reviewed city streets and the CIP to create a list that will require
maintenance procedures this year. Depending on project costs, this may be a topic on the May agenda.
4. Data Retention Review - Staff is working on reviewing Public Works related files in the basement
storage room at City Hall for data retention and destruction. The box under current review includes
infrastructure projects from 1946 to 1985. Some of the material has already been useful to help
determine materials used on some of the water lateral lines in the city and helping to determine the age
of city infrastructure. The more interesting items might actually be the hand written tabulation of bids or
the typed documents that are sometimes over 30 pages in length.

CITY OF BAYPORT
294 NORTH THIRD STREET
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
PHONE 651-275-4404 FAX 651-275-4411
Date:

March 30, 2022

To:

Mayor and City Council
Adam Bell, City Administrator

From:

Sara Taylor, Assistant City Administrator/Planner

Re:

Department Update – April City Council meeting

PERSONNEL POLICY
- A workshop was held on March 7 to guide the City Council through proposed revisions to the city’s Personnel
Policy. The policy is currently adopted as an ordinance, making it burdensome to edit and/or implement
changes and maintain compliance with state/federal law. Based on the attorney’s guidance, the ordinance is
proposed to be repealed and subsequently adopted by resolution of the City Council.
As drafted and discussed at the workshop, there are no substantial revisions to the content or terms of the
policy. The edits are intended to improve organization and ease of use, incorporate current practice or existing,
stand-alone administrative policies, and comply with law/statute. With the exception of a few minor edits
noted at the workshop, the consensus of the City Council was to proceed with the ordinance repeal and
adoption by resolution as an administrative policy at the April 4 City Council meeting.
CEMETERY RECORD MANAGEMENT
- Record management and organization efforts continue at City Hall. Most recently, our efforts have been
focused on reviewing and reconciling original gravesite purchase receipts, death certificates, and deeds with
the information in our electronic database for Hazelwood Cemetery. Many of the original documents and
records are handwritten, becoming less legible with age, and often include information that was not input into
the electronic database. By having more information readily available to staff, we can better assist families
with accommodating burials (cremains vs. casket), purchasing gravesites, locating relatives, and revesting
unused gravesites for resale. Once we reconcile these records, we hope to begin mapping individual
gravesites/burials in GIS.
CITY NEWSLETTER
- A draft of the city’s print newsletter Bayport News should be sent to the printer for layout and distribution
next week. Article highlights include the city’s centennial, new food scraps drop off site in Mahtomedi, library
building remodel project, stormwater runoff control, spring yard maintenance, 2022 budget, and upcoming
community programs/events.
- The next edition of the city’s e-newsletter Bayport Brief is anticipated for May-June. To sign up to receive the
e-newsletter, visit the city’s website homepage and click on the “Connect with Us” button.

CITY OF BAYPORT
294 NORTH THIRD STREET
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
PHONE 651-275-4404 FAX 651-275-4411
Date:
To:
From:
Re:

March 31, 2022
Mayor and City Council
Adam Bell, City Administrator
Department Update – April City Council meeting

PICKETT AVE. N. STREET VACATION REQUEST
City staff met with the Minnesota Department of Administration/Dept. of Corrections (DOC) to discuss
the requested street vacation of Pickett Ave N. Their request includes constructing a cul de sac at the end
of where 6th St N turns into Pickett Ave. During the meeting, we discussed the city’s questions Both
sides continue to research various aspects of the request. Because this is not a simple street vacation and
involves several state departments, several complex items still need to be researched and resolved. If
approved by the city, the DOC is expecting this to be a 2023 or 2024 project. The city has not contacted
any other residents about the proposal yet at this preliminary stage due to the outstanding items. Again,
the staff will bring the formal petition to the council for consideration if and once all the various questions
have been resolved.
2022 MEMORIAL DAY PARADE
The city received the application for the 2022 Memorial Day parade from the American Legion. Due to
COVID-19, the parade has not been held normally or at all for the last two years. It is up for consideration
on the April 4 City Council Consent Agenda. Like most residents, we are excited to have it return this
year.
ELECTRIC VEHICLE (EV) CHARGING STATIONS
I met with a representative that facilitates the installation of EV charging stations at no cost to the city.
Several other cities in the metropolitan area have entered into agreements with the Carbon Solutions
Group (CSG), which is the company that installs the stations. The city provides the parking space for the
EV charging station, and CSG handles everything else, including maintenance, all installation costs, etc.
for the duration of the contract, which would be for 10 years. As there is no strict enforcement for the
parking space, this would not result in any loss of parking. The staff is looking at locations where this
would be an option and will be submitting those spaces to CSG. CSG ultimately has the discretion to
accept these spaces, but it would only be where the city approves them. The city can also earn a small
portion of the revenue from the charging fees.
UPCOMING MEETINGS AND EVENTS
April 7

City Council Workshop
City Council Regular Meeting

4:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

City Hall
City Hall

May 2

City Council Workshop
City Council Regular Meeting

4:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

City Hall
City Hall

May 30

Memorial Day Holiday

City Hall Closed

